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Annual Baby Contest now in full swing
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Tucker files damage suit
in alleged brutality case
James Tucker, who was reportedly
beaten by two white police officers here
in Memphis, has filed suit recently in
federal court seeking a total of $45,000 in
damages.
The incident, which occurred June
19, 1971, was first heard in the court of
city Judge David Caywood who issued
warrants for the arrest of officers R.W.
Thaasher and W.C. Fears. After nearly
three weeks of deliberation, according to
Tucker, city court Judge Beverly Boushe
returned from vacation and dismissed all
charges against the officers and himself.
In the suit filed, Walter L. Bailey Jr.
attorney for Tucker, said his client was
standing in front of Klondike Billiards at
1238 Jackson which he was manager of
on the night of the incident, when t h e
two police ()facers called him to their
squad car. Avnen Tucker leaned over o.
talk to the officers, one of them struck
him on the nose with a nightstick, while
the other officer got out of the car and
quickly "pounced upon, assaulted, beat,
kicked and directed racial slurs and pro-
fanities at him. Afterwards, stated Bai-
ley, they took him to an alley where they
beat him again.
Tucker recalled the night of the in-
cident: "I was sitting out front of t h e
poolroom managing the place, when the
two officers came by. They seemed to
be new in the area as I am familiar
with the regulars in this neighborhood.
"One of thcm hollered to me to get
out from in front of the place sitting in
the chair, and told the other guys that
were sitting there the same thing. So
they all went inside and I went down to
a cafe nearby This was about 9:30.
'On the way hack. the police c a r
drove up beside me and one of the offi-
cers said, 'what did I tell you about that
chair?' and then hit me in the nose with
his stick.
"I walked away, and one of the po-
licemen got out of the car, threw t h e
chair all the way across the poolroom.
and then pulled me in the car. I thought
we were going to the station, and so did
my friends, who,' got with my father and
began calling police stations trying to
find out where I was."
But instead, said Tucker, "I was tak-
en somewhere off Poplar, and pulled out
of the car, and beaten."
James said they beat him until he
began to gasp because of the blood
choking him, and "they thought I might
be dying so they decided to stop."
Tucker added that as he lay on the
pavement, one of the officers went to the
patrol car and began breaking out t he
rear windows, meanwhile he escaped.
Another police car came. Tucker said he
begged the officers for help and to take
him to the hospital. One of the officers
was black.
"While one officer kept an eye on
me. the other took the black cop to the
side and told him I had broken the 'Win-
dows of the patrol car, and was resisting
arrest, so they left," said Tucker.
He added they then took his shoes,
his wallet a money sack with $65 in it,
his watch, and was taken to the hospital
about 11:15 that night.
"I waited until 5 a.m. to get a n y
help at all at John Gaston hospital.
Meanwhile, mv father was still trying to
find out what had happened. It was 7
a.m, when we finally got to the police
station. Then my father came and took
me to Baptist hospital."
The officers claimed Tucker h a d
cursed them at the scene of arrest, and
had kicked the windows of the car out
on the way to the station. As for t h e
bruises, the policemen said he jumped
out of the car and onto the pavement,
causing the injuries.
Tucker's attorney said the actual suit
waf filed at $22,500 in damages f rom
each officer, are that no date had been
set as yet.
Attorney Bailey added that recently
he had just wen a case against a Mem-
phis police officer in securing 92,600 for
an alleged beating incident similar to





seen in the left photo af.
beating, and in the right
appears.
MLG&W Live Wires hold successful campaign here
continues
battle
The Memphis Light, Gas and Water
ML.G&W), currently under pressure
From a new s'ate law to extend the grace
period for late hills from 14 to 25 days
iiiicmneed reeentip-thht it till join lilt
:he city in. an,...egort to test the flip-
--,titatiOn'alIfY—of .such •a Taw.
Carl Crawford, public relations di-
rector for the MLG&W said, "the pas-
sage of such a law would do far more
damage than good. What would happen
is more and more people would be al-
lowed to get farther behind in paying
their deliquent accounts. The burden
would eventually fall upon those who do
pay on time, and probably the rates
would have to rise, making it harder
for everyone to meet their obligations."
The law, House Bill 957 which was
passed on June 1, 1971 extended the pay
period for late bills to 25 days, after
the billing date.
Earlier this month, State Rep. (D-
Memphis) Harold Ford said there was
to be an investigation to be started soon
to "ask why the Memphis Light Gas &
Water is not obeying the law."
Back to work...
Mrs. Maxine Smith, executive
secretary for the Memphis branch
of the NAACP, and candidate for
the school board post in district
four, finished her stay at Baptist
Memorial Hospital this Thursday af-
ter a three-week "rest and recupe-
ration" period.
Dr. Vasco Smith, her husband
said last week while she was still in
the hospital, "she is still continuing
her campaign. We have already set
up headquarters and the booster
committee should have everything
operational by the time she comes
home.
"$he won't be able to do much
right ..away according to her doctor,
but her illness in no way will affect
he'r f ut ur e as a hard-working
school board official. Her doctor al-
so said the main reason the st a y
was so long (three weeks) was so
she will be in perfect health when




Members of the Live Wires present at the first
Saturday breakfast were (left to right) Mrs. Eva
Thompson; Miss Minerva Jonican, Miss Lee Ter-
rell, Mrs. Marilyn Anderson, Mrs. Angie Buford,
Mrs. William Simmons, Mrs, Rose Fowler, Mrs.
J.0. Patterson, and Mrs. Walter Bailey.
Set high candidate
Serious "food for thought" ideas
have prompted three Memphis area or-
ganizations who are concerned with more
than the legal qualifications of perspec-
tive school board candidates, to drau
up a list of ten directives as to what
makes an effective school board mem-
ber.
The Memphis Better Schools Com
mittee, the Memphis Education Asso-
ciation, and the PTA council also an-
nounced a planned meeting of these
three groups set for Sept. 13 at 7:30
p.m. at the Central High School audi-
torium.
At the planned session, to which the
public is invited, Charles Tollett, execu-
tive secretary of the Tennessee School
Boards Association will discuss the
qualifications and responsibiities of
school board officials.
The qualifications as listed by the
three groups were:
1) Be personally committed to a
strong public school system for all
children in Memphis;
2) Have first-hand knowledge of
the public schools;
3) Have the ability to work closely
with young people, and listen to their
ideas with an open heart and an open
mind;
4) Have the courage to press for
the necessary resources;
5) Use good judgement in business
and community affairs;
6) Have the time, the will, and the
stamina to serve;
7) Have the ability to function as
a member of a team;
8) Respect the opinion of others;
9) Be a person of integrity, loyalty
and sincerity;
10) Have no business activities
which will conflict with the activities
of the board.
According to the three groups add-
ing these obligations of "extreme im-
portance", these ten qualifications have
been endorsed by such other groups as
the American Association of University
Women, League of Women Voters of
Memphis and Shelby County, Church
Women United and the Council of
Jewish Women.
"All of the sponsoring organiza-
tions", said Mrs. Fitzgerald, president
of the Better Schools Committee, "think
this is an extremely important school
standards
board election.
"This is the first time a nine-member
board will be elected, and we want to
make sure the public as a whole has it
brought to its attention what a school
board member should be."
Non-partisan group
seeks public support
The Memphis Branch NAACP, civic,
religious, political, community, labor
and student leaders met recently at the
To our Readers
To the people of Memphis:
As the new editor of the T r !-
State Defender, I would like to ex-
tend my hand to you for support,
and to explain the goals, purpose
and policies of this newspaper.
It should be apparent to all, that
the Tri-State Defender is a black. 
orientedweekly newspaper. Its pur-
pose is to relate to the black com-
munity, its goal is to perform that
function accurately, and its policy is
fairness to all,
The Tri-State Def ender is
interested in any and all news items
that occur in the black community
or that relate to it. We welcome the
chance to report this news at In
charge to the general public, with
the exception of political or busi-
ness advertising. Non-profitable or-
ganizations are welcomer'.
In order to serve you better, we
ask the following: (1) whenever pos-
sible news be submitted typed dou•
ble-spaced, (2) that any news sub-
mitted be received before noon as
Friday of each week, (3) and that
pictures be accompanied whenever
possible.
Letters f r om our readers re-
flecting views on editorials, current
events or life in general are wel-
comed, but will be used only at the
discretion of the Tri-State Defender.
This is your newspaper, U S
NORMAN 0. UNGER
Editor
North Carolina Mutual Insurance C o m
pany 571 Vance ave., and reorganized
the Citizens Non-Partisan Registration
Committee, an organization that has pro-
moted and implemented black registra-
tion totals from 10,000 to more than 90,•
000.
Elected to head this registration
committee are: Chairman — W. C.
Weathers, Co-Chairmart—Mrs, Rubye
Spright.
Goal for the campaign period
through Sept. 7, is 5,005 which included
the 20,000 new voters eligible in 18-21
year old category.
On Oct. 7. 1971 black Memphians
face another extremely important city
and county election. Voter education and
registration are imperative if participa-
tion and involvement in policy making is
to become a reality.
All organizations — civic, political
social, individuals, etc, are asked to join
this non-partisan registration campaign
A canvas form is available for -concern
ed citizens who desire to make a person-
al commitment to register at least t e n
persons containing the following informa-
tion — name, address, phone numbers,
ward and precinct.
To add incentive and encouragement
to individuals and organizations that ex-
cel in voter registration, cash prizes will
be awarded.
For canvas forms, materials, hand-
bills, and additional information regard-
ing the Citizens Non-Partisan Registra-
tion Committee contact Chairman W.C.
Weathers at 276-8181 or NAACP Office,




The ktve Wires internationais,
composed of dynamic forward thinking
women in the BLACK community. pre-
sented the citizenry of Memphis their
prog r a m for complete community in-
volvement, last Saturday morning in
their first breakfast party.
The breakfast which is scheduled
for every Saturday morning at the Club
Paradise from 8 'til noon, will serve as a
weekly forum for concerned community
residents to air their respective vie ws
through a chosen community represents•
tive.
Mrs. Angie Buford, director of t h e
Memphis chapter of the Live Wires stat-
ed "we are quite pleased with the re-
ception the community has given o u r
program. Last Saturday, through the ef-
forts of Mr. Warren Lewis of the Black
Knights. Inc., Nve were able to give a free
breakfast to approximately 250 children
from the surrounding area."
Mrs. Buford added -it is not only
our aim to feed children in the commu-
nity from 8 to 9:30 each Saturday, but
we hope to have persons from the vari-
ous community organization join with
us in developiag a sound foundation from
which we may learn how to communi-






(oar youth in particii!ar), and possiblj
finding solutions.
The Live Wires organization here in
Memphis has as its primary goal that of
coordinating each Saturday a forum that
could possibly be the springboard to the
establishment of a viable community co-
alition that would be able to deal effec-
tivelyith problems in the black com-
munity."
Anyone desiring to work with t h e
Live Wires program can do so by con-
tacting their office located at 864 Kerr
ave., telephone 774-2351.
Mrs. Buford stated also that various
organizations sent representatives last
Saturday, and those present were Mr.
Walter Evans, NAACP; Miss Minerva
Johnican, ICVE; Mr. Melvin Robinson.
Shelby County Democratic Club; Mr.
Nat D. Williams, who is a director of the
local Live Wires, of Arnold and Associ-
ates; Mr, Jack Simmons of . CRASH;
Mr. J. 0. Patterson, city councilman;
Mr. Walter Bailey, candidate for elec-
tion; Mr. John Ford, candidate for the
city council; Miss Jams Payne, of the
Black Panthers, and the women from
"We the Poeple" cooked the breakfast.
Citizen group meet,
plan to block busing
The Concerned Citizens for the Pres-
ervation of Elmore Park School, citi-
zens groups in the Brownsville Road and
Bartlett elementary schools have all re-
portedly taken steps to slow, if not stop
altogether the measures designated in
Federal Dist. Judge Bailey Brown's
ruling last week to desegregate the pub•
tic school system in Memphis area
schools.
More than 500 "concerned" persons
met at the Brownsville Road school last
week to decide what action should be
taken to prevent their children from be-
ing transferred to the Shadowlawn
school, which is all-black.
The Brownsville group came up with
the idea of collecting $10 per family to
hire an attorney to fight the Judge's
decision.
Under the terms of the sought-after
injunction, the Shelby County school
board would be stopped from removing
any books, maps, lab equipment, recrea-
tional materials or any other items from
the school until their case was brought
before the judge and a decision as to
the "fairness" of Bailey's ruling was
'made.
Frank Fly, co-chairman of the
Brownsville Road group said "don't
make the mistake of thinking our group
is against busing, that's the only way
my children have ever gone to school.
What we're against is the destruction of
our schools."
Under Judge Brown's order, stu-
dents in grades 7-8 at Brownsville
Ellendale, Raleigh-Bartlett, Meadows,
Bartlett, Elmore Park and Shadowlawn
would be transferred to the previously
all-black Shadowlawn. All the students
in grades 1-6 would he bussed to other
schools.
If the busing takes place, the end
result is said 'to be a ratio of slightly
more than two-thirds white and a little
less than one-third black in all the
schools involved.
William Simpson, principal of the
Brownsville Road school said "I'm not
sure, but I understand that many of the
teachers will follow the students."
The obstacle facing these groups is
said to be financial. A successful court
battle is estimated to cost between
$3,500 and $10,000. In their meeting last
week, the groups were divided as to have
each school initiate its own suit, or join
together under one filing.
Elmore citizens invited attorney
Frank Byrd to speak to their group last
week at the school's cafeteria. He re-
portedly told the group of nearly 380
persons that he believed they had better
than a 50-50 chance to win in court.
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Commission airs Nixon's busing view
The President has announced that he is "against busing
as the term is commonly used in school desegregation cases"
and that he will request the Departments of Justice and
Health, Education. and Welfare to modify the Administration's
proposed desegregation plan for the schools of Austin, Texas.
The school desegregation which is required by the Consti-
tution can be brought about in a variety of ways, of which
busing is oily one It is plain that many situations, hoviever,
transportation of students is essential to eliminating segrega-
tion.
Many in this Nation, instead of recognizing and accepting
this truth, hate helped turn "busing" into an emotion-laden
word. The fact is that transportation, for purposes other than
desegregation, always has been a common feature of American
education.
What n at issue in this matter is not — to use the
President's phrases — busing for tie sake of busing of even
bUSing solely for racial balance. The maim. issue is the kind
of education available at the end of the trik
The President, in his March 3, 1F10 message on "Educa-
tion Reform- stated that "Quality is what education is at
about, desegregation is vital to the quality." On April 12, 1970
the Commission on Civil Rights called this "an accurate and
succinct description of one of the cornerstones of established
policy" and went no to say that "the key question now is not
the relatiie merits of desegregation but how to accomplish it."
There are many techniques available to achieve desegrega-
tion, and busing is but one of them. As the Commission said
ICVE dance big success
The Inner-City Voter Edu,
cation Committee. Inc., is a
non-partisan non-profit or-
ganization designed to in-
volve and sponsor politica:-
education activities for the,
newly enframhised voter
from 18-25 years old.
Approximately 2,000 young
oters attended a free -Get
Ins dyed Dance", Thursday,
Au2, 5. 1971 from 9:00 p. m.
until at the Showcase 2353
Park Avenue. Live entertain-
ment, the Soulful ChuLk
Brooks Trio, was furnished
by Stair Recording Company.
Thls affair was a first for
M,:mphis because the only
admission was a voter regis-
tration Card
In addition to iive enter-
tainment, mar* door prizes
and g;ft certificates (cash
and merchandise i were pre-
sented to lucky ticket hold-
ers. Gift presentations in-
cluded luggage sets, neck-
ties, pin', records. umbrel-
las. rain scarves, and cash
gift certificates. Miss Dale
Kay Hooker. of 897 ''F,-
Neptune a ETW 2raduate
W3, the recipient of the
$23.00 Gift Certiticaie. These
prizes and gift certifi;:ates
were donated by ind.vidua;;.
businesses. organizations. as
a welcome incentie to new
voters and also assistance to
Ester finishes
Amoco course
SI em phis 'nusinessman,
Sam Ester. has completed a
three-week course in service
S lit ion management at
American Oil Company's
Dealer Development Center
in Atlanta He operates the
branded service station at
821 Poplar Avenue
The center, one of 11 con-
leniently located throughout
the nation, is devoted exclu-
sively to teaching indepen-
dent businessmen the variety
of special skills necessary'
for the successful operation
of a modern se:ivice station.
Through his successful
completion of the training
course. Mr. Ester has: earn-
ed the title of certified
American Oil dealer. Among
subjects covered were elec.




benefits of lead-free Ani,00
fuel, and the company's own
customer-oriented sales phi-
losophy.
All new dealers becoming
affiliated with the nationmde
tt ESTER
oil company are expected to
participate in the develop-
ment program, which in-
cludes both classroom and
on-the-job training. The cen--
ters are staffed by full-time
professional instructors and
equipped vrth numerous mod-
ern teaching aids.
Dealers Ester and his
fan-alt: !:vs at WM S. Park-
way East in Memphis.
Inner 4.7it Voter Reg:stration
campaign to register 20.000
new voters before Seem. 
her7th. iWLOK D. .J's
James Jack and The Mighty
Roscoe pulled the lucky
numbers.1
Another feattma cd the
dance was the presentation
of candidates who were spot-
lighted it intermission as .
they made an appearance
call to welcome the rieVI
cones in politics. Some
candidates in attendance
were Charles My-ers, Drew
Canale. Rev. James Netters
Kenneth Turner, Rev. Mel-
vin Wade. Bill Morris, Rev,
P. L Rowe, Dr. Hollis Price
John Ford, Mrs. Tarlease
Matthews, Mrs. Alma
Morris. Mr. J. 0. Patterson
and a representative for
Maxine Smith.
Jacqueline Fleming, a
member of ICVE•S Youth
Involvement Committee reg-
i,tered these comments re-
2.arding " ' The Welcome
Dance" — "ft was a unlque
and enjoyable dance for the
young voters
The Publicity Chairman.
Mrs David Acey, further
commented. -The dance was
an overwhelming success
and this is only a beginnim:
of 2,reat plans for the or-
ganization.
ICVE e t ends special
thanks to Lemon Hood of  
Local 1733 A. F. S. C. M. E.'
- AFL-CIO. Leon Lynch andi
Jessie Busby. Mem phis I
Chapter of A. Phillip Ran.I
dolph Institute.
Person, and organizations•




We are the world's
largest selling Scotch.
Can you name the
runners up?
100% BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKIES. 86.8 PROOF. IMPORTED BY SOMERSET IMPORTERS, LTD., NEW YORK, N.Y.
implementing Inner- City
voter Registration contact
Minerva Alaskan, P. 0.
Box 26351, Memphis, Tenn.
38126 or phone 527-8820, 942-
2196 for further information
in its 1970 statement. "busing is neither a new nor a unique
technique and its use is mu limited to facilitating desegrega-
The United States Supreme Court, in the case of Swans
Charlotte-Mecklenburg, in April of this year expressly
recognized that busing is a necessary element in school de.
segregation. Moreover, it stated that objections to busing may
have validity *sly:
. when the time or distance of travel is so great
as to risk either the health of the children or significant-
ly impinge on the educational process.
HEW applied that standard in formulating its plan for
desegregating the dual school system in Austin. Some school
officials across the land have courageously accepted their
duty to apply this standard in the coming school year.
What the Nation needed was a call to duty and respon-
sibility, for the immediate elimination of the dual school
system, and for support of all those school officials who are
forthrightly carrying out their legal obligations.
L'nfcrtunately, the President's statement almost certainly
have the opposite effect, the effect of undermining the de-
segregation effort. It will almost certainly confuse the Ameri-
can public and erode tile position of those school officials
who have put themsel\ es on the line to implement the law of
the land. The President does not offer an alternative to
Roy Wilkins (center), exeeutive director oi
the National association for the tdvance-
mint of Colored People, receives che:k for
$19.1100 from Standard Oil Ce. (New Jersey)
and its affiliate, Humble Oil & Refining Co.
( C. Garvin Jr. left P. rxr, iltis e vice pres-
ident of Jersey Siandard, and J. E. Queen
f right), national coordinator of community
relations for Humble, presented the contd.
..wlEnjoyr
implormint the desegregation of the Nation's schools. Had he
presented an effective alternative, the statement would have
found acceptance among those who have waited 17 years after
the Supreme Court decision to see the law of Use laud
iniplemented.
The President. in his statement, also announced that he
will recommend an amendment to the Emergency School
Assistance Act of 1971 to prohibit the use for busing of any
of the $1.5 billion the bill would provide.
To eliminate a major source of financial support for
busing — an important and potentially expensive remedy for
school segregation — would almost certainly cripple the bill
and render it far less effective. The Commission is opposed
to such change in this importiot
As the Commission said in its 1971 publications, 
Under-
standing School Desegregation, busing should be discussed
within the legal and educational context In which It belongs.
The Commission regrets that the President has seen fit to
take this position particularly on the eve of another school year.
Registration and classes
for the Adult Evening Pro-
gram sponsored by the
Memphis City School System
will begin for the Fall Quar-
ter, Sept. 7 and 8, 1971.
The program will offer
courses in Auto Mechanics.
Small Gas Engines. Basic
Electricity & Electronics.
Radio & TV. Color TV, Re-
frigeration & Air Condition-




Typing I & 11. Office Ma.'
chines, Shorthand, Bookeep-j
ing, Data Processing, Insti-
tutional Cooking and Waiter-
Waitress.
The classes will meet on
Monday and Wednesday or
Tuesday and Thursday from
6 to 9 p.m. and 7 to 10 p m
Persons seeking to attend
the Adult Education Center,
Northside, Southside, Booker
T. W a shington. Overton.
Treadwell, Fr a yse r, and
Westwood High School:
should register Sept. 7 and 8,
' , • •• • • •co.•• roe( c.a.* .... . .4...011.1 
OW 1. CO..
Bowed under the authority of The c,oca-Cot• Company by the peep* in your toms win bring you Coca-Cola.
19'71 at these schools.
Registration will be held at
the Adult Education Center.
591 Washington ave. and
East Branch, 4911 Sanderlin
rd., for day Business Class-
es and Drycleaning begin-
ning Sept. 7, 1971 from 8 to
4 p.m.
Persons seeking further in-
formation concerning these
courses a is d registration









E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
The real taste o
refreshes more people
than any other
soft drink in the world. 1
That's one reason
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Insured for $90,000...
John Sagan center, Ford Motor Company
vice president and treasurer, met in Dear-
born, Mich., with Golden State Mutual Life
Insurance Company Director Francis A.
Kornegay, left, and President Ivan J.
Houston to finalize placement of $30,000,000
of Ford employe group life insurance.
Golden State Mutual, a black-owned firm
based in Los Angeles, Calif., will co-insure
the life insurance coverage with John Han-
cock Life Insurance Company.
Jehovah's Witnesses meet here
Plans have been completed
for Jehovahs ' Witnesses in
this area to convene their
fall circuit assembly. It will
be held at Club Paradise,
645 E. Georgia ave., in Mem-
phis during the dates of
Sept. 3-5.
Gilbert Branch, presiding
minister of the West Mem-
phis congregation, stated as-
semblies such as this helps
the local ministers t o stay
close to Bible principles.
Branch said in regard to
serving God the assembly
theme will be "Keep on
Doing it More Fully."
Therapy school
The Occupational Therapy
Assistants School in Mur-
freesboro is moving to new
quarters at the former Smyr-
na AL-port.
The school is operated by
the Rutherford County Vo-
cational Education Depart-
ment and is the only such
school in the Southeastern
States at present that is fully
accredited by the American
Occupational Therapy Asso-
ciation and the American
Medical Association. Gradu-
ftes;•4who are called
"COTA'S" for short, a r e
much in demand in the rap-
idly expanding field.
According to Ra y mo n d
Nunley, Director of Voca-
tional Education for Ruther-
ford County, the next term
will begin •August 30 a nd
continue for nine months, six
hours per day, five days a
week. To apply for admis-
sion one must be between
the ages of 18 and 55 and
have a high school diploma
or equivalent. Both men and
women find a career as a
COTA a rewarding one and;
the school is approved for
the G. I. Bill. Registration
fee is only $35.
COTA's work in hospitals,:
rehabilitation centers, clinics
and other medical facilities
to aid the ill and injured to
recover through activities
such as crafts and recrea-
tion. They also learn how to•
help the handicapped become






only with a full load
This will save on both electricity and water. If your
water heater is gas fired, it will save on your gas bill,
too. And it's a good way to keep dirty dishes separated
from clean ones. Just use the dishwasher as a ttorage
area until there's a full load. Full-load dishwashing also
saves on your sewer charge.
For a copy or our free booklet, "Ten Ways
to Save on Utility Bills," cell 525-8831
or write Ten Ways, MLGW, Memphis, 38101.
MEMPHIS LIGHT, GAS AND WATER DIVISION
All individuals interested
in serving God more fully
will be keenly interested in
the featured discourse Sun-
day at 3 p. m., which will
be delivered by Joseph Saia,
district supervisor for this
area. The subject will be




In Nashville, Tennessee, the
nation's only private sup-
ported, predominantly black
medical school, has announc-
ed that it has raised $31.7
million toward its $88.8 mil-
lion development campaign.
The funds, a combination of
private ant. public monies,
were raised during the first
phase of the campaign and
exceeded the goal for that
phase by nearly $5 million.
in a two-year progress re-
port of the five year pro-
gram, which ends in 1975,
the college points out that it
has increased the number
of degrees awarded in medi-
cine and dentistry by 70%
since 1967. At the same time
it has more than doubled
its faculty; increased the size
of the campus from 17 to 62
acres; doubled the amount
of scholarship aid to stu-
dents; completed three maj-
or buildings and begun con-
struction on six others.
Increasing the capacity of
the 95-year-old school is but
one aspect of its Warmed
among the facilities which
development. Also being
stressed is the need to de-
velop new approaches to the
delivery of health c a r e,
especially for the poor in
large cities and rural areas.
Thus, Meharry has launch-
ed a number of programs
designed to attract motivat-
ed students to the health
care fiele and to provide
them with widened oppor-
tunities for studies in
medically ralated areas.
A 220-bed hospital, a neigh-
borhood health center, and a
mental health center are
are providing care for the
neighboring population of
120,000, along with education
and research opportunities
for faculty and students.
The success of the first
phase of the campaign, ac-
cording to the report, de-
pended on creating a com-
bination of new public ant
private funding sources. The
report states that 35 founda-
tions had contributed $25,000
to $1.5 million each; 82 cor-
porations "from at parts of
GUIDEPOST
By CARLOTTA WATSON
Musing: Ideals are like stars. You will not succeed
in touching them with your hands; but, like the
seafaring man, you choose them as your guides, and
following them, you reach your destiny.
CARL SCHURZ
Dear Carlotta:
I am the mother of two children. I love my hus-
band but it seems that it is impossible to get along
with him. He argues, and I do mean every day. He is
jealous' and won't let me go anywhere. He knows there
is no one else. He says he loves me but he seems
happiest when he makes me unhappy. What can I do?
M. M.
Dear M: M.
If your husband is not jealous of a man, then
there is something else he is jealous of  an ac-
complishment, . . . you may be gettng too much at-
tention. You may be letting your "brain" show. . .
You may be taking the lead at home. . . Woman's
'lib" you know.











be many years your senior, and may be jealous be-
cause he can't get around as much as you. If you
love him, forget his short comings, make him feel
needed. . . Act dependent, even if you are not.
Examine all your actions, and see if you can find
out WHY he is acting as he is, then set out to solve
the problem. In other words, you can't solve the
problem until you find out what the problem is.
Dear Carlotta:
Please settle this argument. Did you not say that
a woman with a family had a good or better chance
of finishing her education. . . or something like this?
ALICE
Dear Alice:
What I said, was it take real work to get back in
the frame of mind. One must discipline "using your
brain again" You will find that you have had more
living experiences and therefore you may not be as
far behind the younger generation as you thought.
When you've set certain difficult challenges for your-
self and met them," you will he happy about it. and
your family will be proud of you, also.
'the nation" had contributed
$10,000 to $500,000 each; that
more than 16,000 individuals
had given a total of $1.7
million; and, that the Fed-
eral government provided
$17 1 million.
Meharry must raise an
additional $13.8 million by
the end of 1972 from private
sources "to maintain Its
forward movement, and to
assure that its final goal is
reached by 1975," the report
says. It concludes that, "the
nation's response thus far
gives Meharry every reason




A total of 241 transfer ap-
lications had been received
by E. F. Jacobs, director of
attendance for Meimphis city
schools by the final deadline
date of last Friday, Aug. 3.
All of the transfer requests
were from majority to
minority schools.
Two weeks before the
deadline, Fe deral Judge
Robert M. ncRae ordered
an extension on the previous
line which was added to the
requests made in the regular
school year period when
388 were made.
Seventy-one a p p lications
were placed on the final
deadlin0 date, for the 241
total since the extension.
Jacobs added that more
than 90 per cent of the ap-
plications r e ceived were
from black students wishing
to transfer to white schools.





Dresses, jumpers. 2 pc.
sets! The kind that make
bock-to-school shopping
• exoting for girls . .
money saving for moms!
Bonded Orlon- acrylic
knits, cotton knits, tex-
tured acetates. All in
autumn-crisp shapes,
trims, patterns, colors.




Permanent press, styled with grown-up looking
new tong point collar, long sleeves and
breast pocket. Stripes and color •bright plaids
of 77% cotton/23% polyester. Sizes 3-7.
•Ir. boys' pants
Stacks of values! Woven stripes, solids,
rugged cotton corduroys with contrasting
!
patch pockets. Most with flare leg; boxer
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Fontostic buys! Flare leg, pullon pants. Zip fly,
double stitched peons. Bonded acrylic skirts
pleated or A-lined with side buckles, sashes,
pockets! Fall-weight fabrics in solids, plaids,
patterns. Sizes 7-14.
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girls' panties
9 :;(3.prt. 7c
Solids, prints, pastels or white with
lace trim elastic legs. Cottons, Eider-
Ion blends and acetate rayon tri-






brand with ccmvectible collar.
roirup sleeves, neat yoke bock
and pocket. 65% Dacron- poly-
ester/35% cotton in white, moil*,
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Fifth of five parts...
The riddle of Angela Davis:
Black, beautiful and brilliant
By JACK V. FOX
United Press International
If a UCLA student named Wil-
liam Divale, an FBI underground
agent, had not written in a moment
of pique to the college newspaper
fingering Angela Davis as a Com-
munist Party member. she might
be teaching Philosophy classes
there today.
The article appeared in the
Daily Bruin on July 1, 1969, and
it set off a chain of reactions cli-
maxed by her indictment for mur-
der, kidnaping and conspiracy in
the San Rafael courthouse tragedy.
Miss Davis had been hired as
an acting assistant professor in the
UCLA Philosophy dept. for the
term beginning that fall at a sal-
ary of 810,260. Her academic qual-
ifications were impeccable. H e r
other activities were not. however.
of the nature to endear her to
white parents of the middle class
sending their children off to fresh-
man year.
She was hired at UCLA by the
head of the Philosophy Dept.,
Prof. Donald Kalish. Kalish says
he did not know she was a Com-
munist Party member at the time
but that he would have hired her
anyway.
"T here are approximately
1.000 other professors at UCLA
teaching non Communist points of
view," he says. "I wouldn't think
her single voice would overwhelm
them."
Then came Divale's letter. He
has written a book in Which he de-
scribes penetrating the Communist
and radical movement in Los An-
geles and finally appearing be-
fore the Senate Internal Security
Subcommittee and naming t w o
friends, members of the Students
for a Democratic Society, as party
members.
No denial
The angry reaction from his
former friends was such that Di-
vale tried to justify his action. (In
his book he now hails the militant
left as the savior of society). He
wrote the Daily Bruin and, in the
course of much rationalizing, said
the UCLA Philosophy Dept., had
hired a member of the Commun-
ist Party.
He did not name Miss Davis
but the identity of the "Commun-




(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
last of fiv e articles telling the life
story of black militant Angela Da-
tYt;' '01,1tAlta ,1‘ 1.4YM
gallon. Eight days later, reporter
Ed Montgomery wrote in the San
Francisco Examiner that Angela
Davis was the person alluded to
and also described her as a "Mao-
ist" active in the SDS and Black
Panthers.
Two days later, the Regents of
the University of California in-
structed Chancellor Young of
UCLA to determine whether Miss
Davis was a member of the Com-
munist Party. Young wrote a let-
ter.
"I am constrained by Regen-
tal policy to request that you in-
form me whether or not you are a
member of the Communist Party,"
he wrote.
Miss Davis received much ad-
vice at that time. Atty. John Mc-
Ternan advised her she did n o t
have to answer. District Commu-
nist Party Chairman Dorothy Hea-
ley recalls telling associates: "She
could refuse to answer but, know-
ing Angela, she won't."
She answered.
"At the outset let me say that
I think the question posed is im-
permissible. This, on grounds of
constitutional freedom as well as
academic policy. However, a n d
Nvithout waiving my objections to
the question posed. my answer is
that I am now a member of the
Communist Party."
Discharged
The Board of Regents met on
Sept. 19, 1969. Gov. Ronald Reagan
was leader of the faction demand-
ing that Miss Davis be fired. Lieut.
Gov. Robert Finch, a close asso-
ciate of President Nixon and later
to be appointed Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare,
went along.
After a heated, hours Ion g
discussion, the Regents ordered
Miss Davis' appointment terminat-
ed. Ed Pauley. a multi-millionaire
oil man. summed up the attitude
of the majority.
"I'm not a Communist and I
don't propose to be a member of a
Board of Regents or Trustees that
employes Communists or lets them
propound their propaganda for a
waves to a freind as she enters the
Mann County Courthouse where she is
co-defendant Ruchell Magee of murder
and
party that advocates the o v e r-
throw of the government of t h e
United States. I would not advo-
cate the state giving the university
money if we did such a thing."
Miss Davis, with the backing
of the overwhelming majority of
the UCLA faculty, went to court to
fight the dismissal. One m o nt h
later, on Oct. 20, County Superior
Court Judge Jerry Pachet struck
down the Regents' action. He ruled
that all policies against hiring
Communists passed in the 1940s
and '50s had _been declared un-
constitutional,
kl'he court decision settled —
for the time being — the young
woman's legal right to teach. Her
classes soon had ordinary enroll-
ment, one in Black Literature
dropping to 48 students. She also
taught courses in Kant and Ideal-
ism, Marx and Materialism and
a popular class in Existentialism
which drew 442 students.
Most of them thought she was
a fine instructor. One was J i m
Jordan, a white student who plans
to go on to law school.
"She was the best teacher I
ever had," he says. "She brought
the whole class into discussions,
the exchange of ideas. She got
people involved instead of standing
on the platform and lecturing. If
you wished she would give you an
oral examination instead of a writ-
ten one although it took a great
deal more of her time."
Top teacher
Although she did a job above
reproach in her classes, Miss Da-
vis' outside activities had become
frenetic and .,. became apparent
to her associates how tense she
had become.
She had also become an inter-
national figure overnight. There
were literally hundreds of requests
for her to speak, to back black
causes. And then she became deep-
ly and emotionally involved in
the case of the "Soledad Brothers."
Soledad is a Spanish word
meaning solitude, loneliness,
homesickness, seclusion. Soledad
also is the name of a California
State Correctional Institution south
of San Francisco. The inmate pop-
ulation is 2,570 — 30 per cent Mex-
ican-American and 20 per cent
black.
In January, 1970, a brawl
broke out in an exercise yard
among black inmates. A tower
guard blew a whistle, then began
shooting. Three black men were
killed and one guard was wounded.
Three days later a 26-year-old
guard, John Vincent Mills, was
beaten, dragged up three flights of
concrete steps and tossed headfirst
to his death on the cellblock floor
below. Beside him was a note:
"One down, two to go."
Three convicts, George L.
Jackson, 29, John Cluchette, 28,
and Fletta Drumgo, 25, were in-
dicted for Mills' slaying. They be-
came the "Soledad Brothers" and
Angela soon thereafter became
their public champion, part-time
private investigator and pen pal.
George Jackson's younger
brother, Jonathan, 17, became her
almost constant companion a n d
bodyguard.
In one of her speeches at Ber-
keley, Angela said:
"Maybe the real criminals in
this society are not all of the peo-
ple who populate prisons across
the state but those people w h o
have stolen the wealth of the world
from the people.
"Those are the criminals. And
that means the Rockefellers, the
Kennedys, you know the whole
Kennedy family, and that means
the state that is designed to pro-
tect their property because that's
what Nixon's doing, that's what
Reagan's doing, that's what they're
all doing."
Soldad
Miss Davis had met George
Jackson, one of the accused Sole-
dad convicts, at court sessions but
they had never been permitted to
talk in seclusion. Yet Jackson be-
gan writing her letters of a very
personal nature. In one, printed in
his book, he wrote:
"You may never read this and
I may never touch you but I feel
better than I have for many sea-
sons. You know that I live and I
hope that by some means yo u
have discovered that I love you
deeply, and would love you ten-
derly, warmly, fiercely if I could,
if my enemies were not at present
stronger."
Although her outside activities
increased enormously, Miss Davis
continued faithfully to teach at
UCLA through the spring of 1970
until the term was concluded. Then
she went off with the "Vencere-
mos Brigade" to help cut sugar
cane in Castro's Cuba.
. On June 19, 1970, the Board of
Regents by a vote of 15 to 6 de-
clined to renew Angela's contract
for the next year. The report of
the Ad Hoc Committee this time
made no mention of Communism
but said her "extra university
commitments and activities inter-
fere with her duties as a member
of the faculty."
Regent Frederick Dutton, one
of those who voted against t he
resolution, called it an attempt by
Reagan and the Board majority
to "feed on hear and divide the
people of the state."
"A 26-year-old bookish black
girl surely is no threat to o u r
state or our country or the tradi-
tional values that the overwhelm-
ing majority of us believe in,"
Dutton said.
Miss Davis vowed to fight the
second firing in the courts again
but she now was spending most of
kidnaping charges. At left is Miss Davis' attorney, her time with the younger Jackson
Howard Moore Jr., of Atlanta where Angela was born, in the San Francisco area on the
Soledad Brothers crusade.
The smile and Afro hair style of during her flight as a fugitive, has
Angela Davis seems always to she been seen publicly without
dominate her pictures. Only once, both.
Very tired
In the latter part of July,
1970, she came to see Prof. Kalish,
her sponsor, in his office at the
Philosophy Dept., at UCLA. He
says she told him she was very
tired and was going to Birming-
ham to spend a few weeks with
her family and rest. But she nev-
er did go.
"That's the last time I saw
her that summer," Kalish says.
In one of her last speeches
before her arrest, Miss Davis
said:
"Of course, anybody who's
talking about overthrowing t h e
government, overthrowing capital-
ism faces, the possibility of losing
his life. But that dosn't 'paralyze
you because you don't see your
life, your individual life, as being
so important. If I have to lose my
life in the struggle, well t h e n,
that's the way it will have to be."
What Miss Davis did a f ter
that is, of course, the subject of
the charges against her.
On the record is the fact that
on Aug. 7 her young friend and
bodyguard, 17-year-old Jonathan
Jackson, walked into the San Ra-
fael court of Judge Harold J. Ha-
ley carrying four guns. Holding the
courtroom at gunpoint, he freed
James McClain, 37, a San Quentin
convict on trial for assaulting a
guard, and Ruchell Magee, 31,
another convict waiting to testify.
Magee went outside the courtroom
and freed another prisoner, Wil-
liam A. Christmas, 27, also waiting
to testify.
Wiring a shotgun around t h e
neck of Judge Haley, they took
him, Asst. Dist. Atty. Gary W.
Thomas, and three women jurors
as hostages, intent on escaping in
a yellow rental van waiting outside
the courthouse. Officers opened
fire. All the kidnapers but Magee
died. Judge Haley's head was half
blown off by the shotgun. Thomas
was shot in the spine and perman-
ently paralyzed One of the woman
jurors was shot but survived.
A week later, D i s t. A t t y.
Bruce B. Bales formally charged
that of the four guns brought into
court by Jackson, three had been
"purchased by Angela Davis" in
Los Angeles in January, 1968, Ap-
ril, 1969, and July, 1970. T h e
f our t h, he alleged, had been
bought by her in San Francisco
only two days before the court-
room shootout.
Disappears
Angela Davis disappeared. Po-
lice said she flew out of San Fran-
cisco to Los Angeles only hours
after the shootings. Four days lat-
er she was placed on the FBI's
"10 Most Wanted" fugitives' list.
On Oct. 13, she was arrested at a
Howard Johnson motel near Times
Square in New York along with
David R. Poindexter Jr., 36, of
Chicago. They were registered as
"Mr. and Mrs. George J. Gilbert."
Poindexter subsequently w a s
acquitted of charges of knowingly
harboring a fugitive. How a n d
where he and Miss Davis became
acquainted has never been made
too clear. One version is she was
put in touch with him through the
Che Lumumba branch of the Com-
munist Party in Los Angeles to
which she belonged. Poindexter
himself, who had recently come
into money through an inheritance,
has told interviewers he once was
a Communist Party member but
dropped out in 1962 because he
didn't care for the party discipline.
Throughout Angela Davi s'
story men appear to have flitted
in and out of her life, beginning
with the unhappy love affair with
the young German exchange stu-
dent, Manfred Lorenz, and includ-
ing the badly smitten teenager
Jonathan Jackson who died at the
San Rafael courthouse.
With the exception of Lorenz,
there is no record that romantic
love played a large role in h e r
life. As her friends tend to put it,
Angela Davis as she matared
found little time for personal love,
despite the beauty that attracted
men to her. Other things were
more important.

























































Blast civil service tests St. Louis prison
Almost none of the civil
service tests given to job ap-
plicants in California cities,
counties, and school dis-
tricts have been proven
valid for the purpose for
which they are used. They
thus present a significant ob-
stacle for fair employment of
minorities, t he State Fair
Employment Practice Com-
mission was told in San
Francisco.
William C. Burns, Psycho-
logical Research Manager at
the Judson Branch Research
Center in Menlo Park and
chairman of the Technical
Advisory Committee on Test-
ing to the FEPC, reported to
the Commission that of more
than '300 local governmental
jurisdictions responding to a
recent test evaluation sur-
vey, the majority report few
or no procedures to indicate
that their tests were, worth-
while.
Burns pointed out that
while about two-thirds of all
those reporting claim to do
"careful review of test con-
tent," t his is not adequate
to establish test val.dity.
Only ten percent say they
carry out vital e valuation
Procedures such as "trying
out" tests on present em-
ployees, or using objective
measures of proven validity.
"Validating a test means
that you determine by vari-
ous objective means that
success in the test predicts
success on the job. A test
which is not valid for a par-
ticular job is ,Issentially
valueless to the employer,"
Burns told the Commission.
"In addition, valid tests
are particularly important
for nOnority group job appli-
cants," he said. "A non-valid
test needlessly screens out a
higher proportion of minixsi-
ty individuals who can do
the job if given the chance.''
Burns presented to thb
FEPC a report titled "Test
Use and Test Evaluation in
California Local Govern-
ment " The report was pre-
pared by Chester A. Johnson
of the State Personnel Board
staff, and David Werner, in-
tern in government at the
University of California at
Davis.
"In the near future all
public employers will he re-
quired to demonstrate the




received strong support re-
cently when a group of
prominen' New Yorkers for-
mally incorporated a Friends
Of Amistad organization de-
signed to provide support
for I h e .nation's target ar
achive holding original docu-
mentation on the Negro in
America.
Mr. Warren Marr, II. a
Public relations executive
Youth in action...
It took a itt ill teamwork to coordinate the
Homewood improvement Project (HIP),
which nvolved putting some young people
.n the Homewood•Brushton section of Pitts-
burgh to work improving their own neigh -
borhood. The project was a joint en-
deavor of Gulf Oil Corporation, Junior
Achievement of Southwest Pennsylvania,
and Pittsburgh's Operation Better Block.
Pictured above are Roger Gaines and
Barbara Morris, two of the young people
who were employed by the project, and
Brenda Joyce (center! of Gulf's public re-
lations department,
to back Negroes
with the national office of
the N.A.A.C.P., was named
to serve as executive direc-
tor of the new organiza-
tion; and Dr. Aaron Brown,
Professor of Education and
Assistant to the President
at Long Island University,
Brooklyn Center, was elect-
ed president and chairman
of the board. Both offices
are voluntary.
Friends of Amistad is a
national, non-profit member-
ship corporation organized
under the laws of the State
of New York for the purpose
of developing a nationwide
constituency on behalf of
the Amistad Research Cen-
ter located at Dillard Uni-
versity in New Orleans.
More than 5 million docu
ments and manuscript items
NAACP raps busing!
"The National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of
Colored People will oppose
any amendment to the
Emergency School Assis-
tance Act designed to deny
the use of federal funds to
bus school children for the
purpose of correcting racial
imbalance," Roy Wilkins.
the Association's executive
director, said after Presi-
dent Nixon announced he
had instructed the Secretary
of Health. Education aru_
Welfare to draft an amend-
ment to the act to forbid
use of its funds for such
busing.
The President also repu-
diated a proposal advanced
by HEW providing for ex-
tensive busing in Austin,
Texas, in order to inte-
grate the schools. He order-
ed Attorney General John
N. M i tchell and HEW
Secretary Elliot L. Richard-
son to "work with indivi-
dual school districts to hold
busing to the minimum
required by law."
Mr. Wilkins said that the
"NAACP will mobilize all
its resources in the effort




The debate on "black
English" continues in the
August issue of The Crisis
rout this week) in a scho-
larly analysis of Ameri-
can speech patterns by Dr.
Juanita V. Williamson, a
linguist now teaching at
Le Moyne College, in Mem-
phis.
Dr. Williamson concludes
that examples cited in her
paper "are neither black
nor white, but Ainerican
Some . . . may he found
in the speech of people
everywhere. Some I ike
Tmo' are standard southern
English. . Others are non,
standard Southern."
Eye agriculture degree
Two years ago The Univer-
sity of Michigan became the
first university to offer a
professional Doctor of Ar-
chitecture de gr ee This
month James A. Chaffers
will become the first to re-
ceive that degree.
Chaffers is a 29-year-old
black from Louisiana who
based his doctoral research
on a Detroit ghetto area
which was struggling to gainI
control of its own destiny.
In 1963 the city of Detroit
decided to build a major
transpdIrtation artery, the
7194 PROFIT
IN JUST 58 DAYS
Yes, it's true _atter tour years of re
search -the most scientific and excit-
ing selection method ever devised for
winning with the Greyhounds!
ITS FAST -Ars EASY-works for the
beginner as well as the professional
handicapper. If you want to win more
at the races_
SEND TODAY FOR TREE WAILS
OF THIS REMARKABLE DISCOVERY
NO OILIGATIQN - WRITE TO:
THE GOLDEN GREYHOUND CLUB
Dept A BOX 4186
NANA REBR 68104
Jefferies Freeway, through
the center of an inner-city
neighborhood just to the
east of West Grand blvd.
The freeway. as Chaffers
describes it, became a
"rallying point" for the
neighborhood's 15,000 black
residents who formed a 'citi
zen coalition criled "Grass
Roots Organiration of Work
era" (GROW) in an effort to
halt the freeway construc-
tion.
Although GROW failed in
its attempt, it later turned
its attention to -developing a
new master plan for the
neighborhood despite rede.
velopment plans that had
already been approved by
the city.
OLD CHINESE COOK say:
vell4 fine chop sue start
with Sivas Vinegar
Make it with
that grand old name in vinegar:
SPEAS APPLE CIDERDISTILLED
FREE: Vinegar Booklet with recipes and
unusual uses tor vinegar. Write Speas
Company, 2400 Nicholson Avenue, Kan-
sas City, Missouri 64120.
are held in the Amistad
archives. Dating from the
late 18th Century to the pres-
sent time, they comprise one
of the nation's richest re-
sources for scholarly re-
search.
Other national officers
elected to serve in the ini-
tial phase of Friends of
Amistad include Miss Car-
men Rodriguez, secretary,
an administrative assistant
in the Private School Place-
ment Progrm ; and Mrs.
Eleanor Schoenfeld, treasur-
er, who has served many
years with the United Na.
tions Association of the
USA. Mrs. Dorothy Yepez,
also a director of Friends of
Amistad, was elected to
serve as chairman of the
standing Committee on the
Arts.
Mr. Marr has announced
that I o c at chapters of
Friends of Amistad are now
being founded in New York,
New Orleans. the greater
Washington, D. C. area,
Detroit. Chicago, and Phil-
adelphia: and that local chap-
ters will be established
throughout the nation during
the next year. We are very
anxious," he s a y s, to
make the Amistad Research
Center as well known as it
deserves to be."
The Amistad Research
Center was established in
1966 by the American Mis-
sionary Association of the
United Church Board for
Homeland Ministries. It be-
came incorporated in Octo-
ber 1969 as an independent
library and archive for
historical research. It con-
tinues to maintain a close
relationship with the Ameri-
can Missionary Association
and its six affiliated col-
leges, of which Dillard Uni-
versity is one.
A permanent and specially
designed archives building
is planned and will be erect-
ed adjacent to the Dillard




ies also die perfect
sunanierght.
SEAGRAIA DISTILLERS CO., N.Y.C.,90 FROCf. DISTILLED DRY GIN. DISIILLED FROM AMERICAN GRAIN
transfers Koen
St. Louis workhouse of-
ficials have transferred the
Rev. Charles Row, Chairman
of the National Black United
Fronts, from the Medium
Security Institution (MSI) to
the St. Louis City Hospital
No. 2 (Homer G. Phillips).
Reasons g i v en by the
authorities was that the








The Rev. Koen began serv-
ing a 6 months sentence in
MSI on July 19, 1971. At the
same time he announced the
commencement of a water
only fast to protest the mass
imprisonment of oppressed
people by legal authorities in
the United States.
Since beginning the fast
the Rev. Koen has dropped
in weight to 135 pounds from
161 pounds, He has said hi
will remain on the fast
during the duration of his
imprisonment. As of August
5, he had observed the fast
for 18 days.
The Rev. Koen was sen-
tenced to the workhouse IS
1968 on a charge of assault
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Anti-busing Nixon
President Nixon made himself unmistakably clear in his
opposition to school busing. By all measurable standards of ra-
cial adjustment, busing has been calculated to be a reasonable
and just means of arresting the cancerous growth at its base
— the public schools.
Mr. Nixon dealt a cruel blow to those who had hoped that
through this democratic process, racial imbalance would be
uprooted. Opposition to it means that more black schools in
black neighborhoods will remain black.
To make sure he is not misunderstood, Mr. Nixon is sending
to Congress an amendment to his proposed $1,500,000,000 bil-
lon school desegregation bill, barring the use of the fund for
busing.
The President is keeping the pledge made in his 1968 cam-
paign for the Presidency to do all he could to prevent forced
busing of pupils. "I am against busing as that term is commonly
used in school desegregation cases. I have consistently opposed
the busing of our nation's children to achieve a racial balance,
and I am opposed to the busing of children simply for the sake
of busing."
The Supreme Court ruled sometimes ago that busing was
proper unless the timv or distance is so great as to risk either
the health of the children or significantly impinge on the edu-
cational process. There should be no question in anyone's mind
where Mr. Nixon stands on this significance of desegregation.
His statement is an irreversible invitaton to the South to
interpose at will whatever impediment it deems advantage-
ous to delay or postpone indefinitely the busing procedure.
Busing is an integral function of the whole scheme of de-
segregation. It provides the dynamics as well as the mechanics
for a stable and sound unitary school system. Whoever is opposed
to busing is in a real sense opposed to desegregation. Mr. Nixon,
not satisfied with his opposition to housing desegregation in the
suburbs, now adds one more stone to his structural framework
to the Southern strategy and to his indisputable Negro phobia.
The strategy is designed to attract Southern sentiment and
Southern vote. Mr. Nixon figures that bid for the Southern vote
may be far more helpful politically than an appeal to black
vote based on incontrovertible logic and plain human consider-
ation. The black vote in 1972, more than ever before, will
emerge as the balance of power. He has forfeited all claims to it.
Council of black judges
Two things, that augur well for the future, happened at
the 46th annual convention of the National Bar Association.
A Judicial Council of black judges was founded with the highly
respected judge George N. Crockett Jr.. of Detroit elected as
its president.
The other is a stern resolution denouncing the repressive
grand jury system in San Rafael, Calif., that indicted Angela
Davis, former assistant professor of Philosophy at the Univer-
sity of California, Los Angeles, on charges of murder, kid-
naping and criminal conspiracy. There was unanimous agree-
ment on a contribution of 82,500 to her defense fund.
In a series of workshops, members of the National Bar
Assciation sought solutions for dealing with racism in the law.
They said they were organized to address themselves effective-
ly to problems of long standing which have not provoked posi-
tive action on the part of the general judiciary.
They are planning to give considerable attention to the
problems of race and class prejudice in administering justice,
"dwindling public confidence in our courts, restricted partici-
pation in all phases of the legal experience, and the constella-
tion of Promethean problems confronting the poor and the
powerless."
There is an urgent need for this Judicial Council to
focus sharp legal attention on those aspects of court functioning
and dispensation of justice which have worked to the detriment
of the blacks and the poor in plain view of an aghast public.
Time and Time again the courts have run roughshod over
black people who were too indigent to retain competent counsel
to defend them. The lynch spree has passed from the deserted
countryside to the crowded court room. There is goad ground
for deep concern about the administration of justice, especially
where racial minorities are involved. Let's hope the Judicial
Council will face unhesitatingly and fearlessly its responsibility





By DR. BENJAMIN E. MAYS
James M. Pierce, executive director
the National Sharecroppers F u n d.
made some startling statements in his
repor t to the National Board a few
weeks ago. He pointed Jut that the exo-
dus of small farmers continues while at
the same time the government's policy
remains attuned to the interests of
large farmers."
Since 1950. Mr. Pierce reveals that
as many as 2.7 million farmers have
abandoned farming or have sold out to
larger competitors. most of these who
have abandoned the farm of sold to
bigger competitors, are small farmers.
In this big country only 2 million small
farmers are left. During the twenty-
year period, 1950-1970, the total number
of farm residents has declined from 23
million to 9.7 million people.
The executive director in his report,
points out that despite the fact that the
farm popukition dwindling, the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture grows bigger and
is dwindling, the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture grows bigger and
bigger. Between 1950 and 1970, the
USDA appropriations increased from
$2.3 billion to 7.5 billion and its staff
grew from 84,000 to 125,000.
Still more startling is the fact that
most of the USDA's money and time
"are devoted to expanding and improv-
ing the operations of the one in ill ion
farms with gross sales of $10,000 or
more whom its officials consider serious
commercial producers." As is always,
the ease, the big fellow gets most of the
The top 137.000 farmers, in 1970; re-
ceived 46 per cent of the 3.7 billion in
subsidy payments. Pierce points out that
one California producer alone led with
$4.4 million in subsidy. eight other oper-
ators received $1 million or more and
23 got $500,000 or more. The facts reveal
that the nation's 40,000 largest farms-
less than one percent of all farms-ac-
counted for at least one-third of all agri-
culture production.
As might be expected, black farmers
get the worst of it all. Black-operated
farms have decreased from 560,000 in
1950 to 98,000 at the present time. In the
twenty-year span. 1950-1970, black farm
population fell from 3,158.000 to 936,000.
This is an annual loss of 10.5 percent
compared to 3.9 percent among whites.
I quote in full the following from Mr.
Pierce's annual report:
"USDA has been repeatedly found
guilty of discriminating against blacks.
The worst rights offender among USDA-
assist ed programs is the Coopera-
tive Extension Service (CES). A recent
audit of the operation of the Alabama
CES conducted by the Inspector Gener-
al's Office of USDA found the situation
unimproved since the passage of the Civil
Rights Act of 1965. Black county agents
are assigned work on a racial basis, are
subordinate to white agents, and often
have heavier work loads in areas with
large black populations. Deprived of
adequate services black farmers remain
handicapped by outmoded techniques and
low productivity."
Everywhere the black farmer
catches he'll. The Farmers Home Admin-
istration, USDA's credit agency discrim-
inates against blacks. In 1969 the an-
nual report points out that the average
size of operating loans for blacks was
$2,266; loans for whites averaged $5,928.
Economic opportunity average loans for
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WASHLNGTON —
Africa watchers have
turned their sights on
Liberia. Since the
dea th of President
William Tubman the
question natural-
ly rises as to Liberia's
future without him.
. No one seems to feel
i that the country willcome apart. With theascension of VicePresident William Tol-
bert to the presidency it would
seem pat the country will maintain sub-
stantially the same direction 'it was go-
ling..President Tubman's death removed
from the international scene, one of the
strongest links between Africa and the
U. S.
The 75-year-old Tubman had been
welcomed by every American President
since FDR. Large investments by the
Firestone and Goodyear rubber com-
panies have been a steadying influence in
the country. At his death. President
Tubman was seriously considering new
programs designed to bring Liberia and
American blacks closer together.
JOTTINGS WHILE JOGGING: It
has to be noted that hearings on the Hill
tend to reveal one thing: There is a
great disparity, racewise, even among
the hoodlums of this world. When Loan
shark Vincent Teresa was telling about
the dough he made through nefarious
means it harkened up memories of the
Joe Valachi testimony. Other witnesses
at various times support the fact that
black hoods are taking in peanuts in
penny ante hustles while white thugs
raked in millions
Insiders are becoming to realize that
the strong men in the Black Caucus are
Reps. Gus Hawkins of California; Louis
Stokes of Ohio and Bill Clay of Missouri.
This trio is supplying the talent, the di-
rection and the energy for the body. It
wasn't planned that way, insidere say.
they just emerged. Strangley enough It
has not set up any special problems in
terms of effectiveness.
SIDE BARS AND ISSUES: Prince
George's County was threatened with a
cancellation of funds lilt didn't proceed
to integrate its public schools in com-
pliance to HEW guidelines. This area
has become particularly sensitive since
so many blacks have chosen this suburb
of Washington to move into. HEW was
insisting on adequate integration of fac-
ulty, student body and staff. The st-
ternate to integration was said to be a
lawsuit and a cutoff of funds. . .
The unlikely duo—Sen. Edward
Brooke, Republican of Massachusetts and
Delegate waiter Fauntroy, Democrat
of Washington, D. C., are heading a na-
tional coalition to get Home Rule for
the Dsitrict. Fauntroy and Brooke are
supported by a group of organizations
spreading all over the United States.
There is strong feeling here that the
climate is changing on Home Rule and
the legislators are closer to votiog it now
than ever before.
RIGHT ON: Back in 1963 when Life
Magazine and the Field Enterpirses
pinned down the U.S. Astronauts with
$1 million contract for their memorts,
one of the loudest voices raised at the
time was that of the New
Work Times which editorially cau-
tioned that astronauts are not movie
stars and great care should be taken to
prohibit commercialization of the space
program. Last week, guess who signed
the astronauts to juicy contracts for
their memoirs with an announcement
that it would have no bearing On their
objective coverage — uh huh, the New
York Times, which would tend to prove
that it certainly matters whose ox is be-
ing gored at any given time.
Bayard Rustin has pinned an in-
teresting piece called the Neglected
Black Majority in which he points up
She attention paid black militants off-
times without full knowledge of the
authenticity of the person or the issue.
It is issued through the A. Philip Ran-
dolph Institute in New York,
Rep. Diggs 'raps' with
Uganda's junta leader
By ETHEL L. PAYNN
During the funeral services for Pre-
sident Tubman in Liberia, Congressman
Charles C. Diggs Jr.. took advantage of
a break to hold a discussion with Gener-
al Idi Amin, leader of the military junta
in Uganda which overthrew the govern-
ment of President Milton Obote some
months ago about the two missing
American reporters, now believed to be
dead. The situation poses a stick problem
for ambassador Clyde Ferguson who was
due back in the States for a meeting of
the UN committee on which he serves...
The correspondents apparently wan-
dered into a territory controlled by
guerilla fighters.. .Diggs received an in-
vitation from the American ambassador
to South Africa, John Hurd, asking him
to be his house guest when he visits the
Union. but the offer was declined. Diggs
and Senator Kennedy have sharply criti-
cized the Texas sportsman turned diplo-
mat for holding a segregated reception at
the U. S. Embassy. . .
Congressman William Clay's admin-
istrative assistant, Michael McPherson,
was bumped from the trip to Africa and
Europe on which his boss and other
members of the House Education and
Labor Committee and their staff are go-
ing. The move is seen as retaliation
against Clay for his hard-hitting speeches
on the House floor. Congressman G u s
Hawkins of California who was sched-
uled to go with the group withdrew, and
in his place went Mrs. Edith Green of
Oregon. The stops include Nairobi, Ken-
ya; Addis Ababa Ethiopia; Venice a n d
Florence, Italy a n d Heidelberg, Ger-
many. .
The new Ambassador of Sierra Leone
is J. A. C. Davies. He is replacing John
Akar who resigned last April... The two
votes in the Senate that defeated the at-
tempt to end the purchase of sugar from
South Africa w ere cast by Senators
Daniel K. Inouye and Hiram Fong of
Hawaii. Inouye is of Japanese-American
ancestry and Fong isof Chinese-Ameri-
can background. . . There is a serious
attempt being made to smear New York
Congressman Charles Rangel by digging
up a purported scandal of some years
ago in which he borrowed money f rom
municipal funds to rehabilitate his house
in New York. At the time, Rangel was
a Democratic District Leader in New
York. Although the loan was perfectly
legal, some high enemies of his who are
deep into the narcotics traffic, want to
embarrass him enough to make him call
off his investigations into t h e lucrative
drug market.
BOOST FOR SHIRLEY
Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm of
Being Frank
New York got a boost in her announced
intention to run for the presidency of the
U. S. from a fellow member of the
House, Rep. John Conyers of Michigan.
Conyers told a meeting of the National
Dental Association last week that black
People must organize coalition politics
for next year and draft a candidate.
Among those he proposed to run in
presidential primaries were Mrs. Chis-
holm; Mayor Carl Stokes of Cleveland;
Manhattan Borough President Percy Sut-
ton; Rep. Ronald Dellums, Cal.; Poe I.
Politician Leroi Jones of Newark; Histor-
ian Lerone Bennett and civil rights lead-
ers Jesse Jackson and Julian Bond. . . .
Conyers claims that such a move
would increase black voter registration
and participation in the political process
and make the black vote have potenet
leverage next year. He describes it as a
Black National Strategy. Conyers did not
include himself, but it is known that he
would not be adverse to some action on
his behalf.
Howard and Atlanta Universities are
the recipients of Ford Foundation grants
of $1,750,000 each to beef up their PH. D.
programs in political science and history.
The monies will be spent to hire new pro-
fessors and teaching assistants, to pro-
vide fellowships and for a variety of spe-
cial projects. All of this is a cherished
ambition of Dr. James Cheek of Howard
to make the university a national leader
in the social sciences t but it poses some
other problems. Present faculty mem-
bers are complaining bitterly about the
disparity in salaries, always notoriously
low in black colleges.
They want an across the board in•
crease for all faculty members, new and
old. . . Black Catholics in Washington
h a. v e written a letter to Cardinal John
Dearden of the National Conference of
Catholic Bishops, demanding that a
Black Ordinary be appointed to t is e
Washington Arshdiocese to replace retir-
ing Cardinal Patrick O'Boyle. The argu-
ment is that Washington is a predomi-
nantly black city with a large concentra-
tion of black Catholics; but the church is
losing ground with blacks because it fails
to relate to their needs. .
John Douglas, president of t is e Na-
tional Legal Aid and Defenders Associa-
tion, has announced the appointment of
Frank N. Jones as executive director of
the National Association. He succeeds
Junius Allison who is retiring after nine
years. A native of Mississippi. Jones for-
merly practiced poverty law in Chicago
and was assistant director of the Legal
Aid Bureau of the United Charities there.
School integration
is at the crossroads
By FRANK L. STANLEY
There is no question that school de-
segregation or more specifically integra-
tion is at the cross roads. There is a
wide difference of opinion even among
blacks. We have witnessed the rise of
total disgust with desegregation efforts
on the part of many of our people who
now are giving voice to separatism. In-
deed there is a generation gap on the sub-
ject and where we go from here is any-
body's guess, particularly with the slow-
down on school desegregation by the
Nixon administration and the hypocrisy
of the North as well as most of the up-
per South.
Recently we reviewed Seat. Abraham
A. Ribicoff's Senate speech on the de
Facto Segregation of the North in this
space. It is worth remembering that
the good Senator from Connecticut called
upon all Americans to face up to their
problems and start looking at our schools
and determing what is best for our
children.
Of great importance, was his obser-
vation that in the last few decades, 80
per cent of all the new jobs have been
created in the suburbs where the whites
are and where the blacks aren't
Ribicoff said "we must realize that
zoning pattern and attitudes have kept
the blacks and minoirty groups out of
the suburbs where they can get jobs and
send their children to a good school on an
integrated basis." His conclusion is the
technically, our segregated American so-
ciety is responsible for our segregated
schools.
ft seems to me that ,in spite of all
of the hue and cry to not seek integra-
tion on the part of some blacks is not
compatible with our ultimate aims.
Some of us who have been on the firing
line longer than some of today's genera-
tion find it difficult, in spite of set.
backs. dissappointments and the seem-
ing futility of integration, to turn about
and seek separatsm or more particular-
ly segregation.
I am of that school-and so I have a
generation gap if you please- but I have
been fighting kr integration, to these
MEW years and / still see it as the num-
ber of goal. Think what you wish but it
is my opinion that anything less will
destroy all of the progress we have
made and everything that we aspired to
as full fledged American citizens.
In this contex then I submit to you
a recipe for school integration as pro-
mulgated by Leon E. Panetta, the out-
stead lead of the office for Civil Rights.
*Desegrate faculty.
*Privide class room desegregation
"where possible."
*See that federal financial assis-
tance really Is used to improve local
education. "not Just to pay bills."
Panetta believes that these three ap-
proaches will provide the maximum de-
segregation feasible as well as to bring
about much needed improvement in edu-
cation for slum children. Note that he
does not advocate massive bussing.
"The fight on education has always
been the spearhead of the civil rights
movement." To support this he notes the
major civil rights decision by the Su-
preme Court of the United States in
1954 concerned education and that maj-
or civil rights legislation of Congress in
1964.
According to Panetta "it really was
education that broke the ground. There
can be no question that failure to dese-
grate schools or more properly "deliber-
ate discrimination" is a violation of the
law. Neither can there be a valid argu-
ment that desegregated schools do not
provide the best educational opportuni-
ty and the best quality education for all
pupils regardless of race.
It is encouraging, as has been point-
ed out in the recent Los Angeles
racial imbalance in the schools, that
courts are beginning to turn on de facto
segregation which technically grew out
of residential patterns, rather than segre-
gation laws. This is what Senator Ribi-
coff was really talking about.
One of the great problems of our
present day struggle is that we have a
very few handpicked spokesmen en-
unciating separatims because the ma-
jority of blacks relax in the comfort of
their homes and do not speak up and
out. What we really need is, an involve-
ment of all parents and students. The
majority of them, in joint assembles and
any other meetings, conducted at least
two times a week between classes .ind
in the evenings so that the Nation a d
the Nixon administration as well as Lie
U. S. Congress can come to know exact-
ly what the black masses want.
Certainly are we not for token dese-
gregation, certainly are we not for de
facto segregation, certainly are we not
for faculty segregation even where there
is large student sesegregafion. We de-
mand opening up all of the schools.
whereever they are, even in the choicest
suburbs, allowing all students, moot cer-
tainly blacks, to the very level of their
abilities.
Panetta makes a point worth re-
membering when he says, "that if educa-
tion in our time is going to become
meaningful, it can't be restrict akl for two
or three hours, its got to encompass edu-
cation that goes on not just between
teacher and child but also between child
and child." Let me add; education that
goes on long after the end of the school
day, between parent and parent in our
every activity, be it social, religious,
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157 So. Main, 526-5906
OPEN 9.00 A.M. To 5:30 P.M.
Youth relates to 'Soul on Ice'
Norman Brown (center) tutor for the advanced reading
program, assists George Rosario (left) and Keith Miirph
with a reading assignment.
How many high school
students have read James
Joyce, or Joseph Conrad, or
Claude Brown? Or spent a
summer face to face with
Joyce's "Dubliners," Con-
rad's "Heart of Darkness,"
Brown's "Manchild in the
Promised Land," and Eld-
ridge Cleaver's "Soul On
Ice"?
That's the reading list
for six inner city teenagers
who are enrolled in a sum-
mer vacation "crash pro-
gram in advanced reading."
They and another 35
White, Black and Puerto RI
can neighborhpod boys and
girls are enrolled in the
advanced and remedial read-
ing project o f a self-help
community program that
stresses education, counsel-
ing and hard work in Phila-
delphia's S p ring Garden
area.
The reading projects Is
part of the three-year-old
Potentials ' program which
is proving that ghetto youths
have the ability to become
more than high school
dropouts.
Potentials requires mem-
bers to stay in school, at-
tend special classes and
work, whenever possible,
on projects Improving phy.
sical and social conditions
within their community.
Norman Brown, a i9-
year-old Dartmouth College
sophomore, who r esides
near Belmont and Girard
Ayes. in West Philadelphia,
directs the reading project
— both advanced and reme-
dial, which is sponsored by
Smith, Kline and French
Laboratories.
Assisting Norman in the
tutoring project are three
Potentials, Horace Bynum,
20 of the 3000-block South 23rd
St.; Richard James, 18, of
the 2000-block Parish St.,
and Mario Duprey, 16 of
the 2400-block Third Street.
Horace is a senior at
Bethune-C,00kman C o liege,
Rich is a sophomore at
Cheyney State College, and




Ford Road School joined the
Shady Grove Spanish class
fa- an exchange of activities
learned during their summer
program.
Mrs. Barbara Potter's stu-
dents from Shady Grove pre-
sented an original puppet
show with complete dialogue
in Spanish. Mrs. Juanita
Thuitt directed the Ford
Road students in conversa-
tions, using visuals aria
singing Spanish songs. Each
class taught the other a new
Spanish game to practice
vocabulary.
The exchange was held
following the student's twen-
ty- third lesson in converse.
tional Spanish.
PROJECT SPAN
Project SPAN will con-
duct two workshops for
teachers and guidance coun-
selors in August at the
Northside High School audi-
torium, according to James
E. Hugueley, project direc-
tor.
About 200 elementary
teach e r s and counselors
will attend a session on
August 10, and 175 junior
high teachers and counselors
on August 11.
The workshops are design-
ed to orient personnel in tar-
get area schools (North
Memphis) with the p_-oject's
program and allow them
to explore, ways in which
career orientation can be
integrated into their pres-
sent curriculum.
Journalists open black school
Fifteen black students
from eight states are work-
ing this summer in adver-
tising, n e w s-writing and
public relations positions and
studying at New York Uni-
versity as part of the second
annual Association for Edu-
cation in Journalism
(A. E. J.) Internship pro-
gram.
Each of the interns, who
are all college juniors. re-
ceives a salary of $120 per
week, use of dormitory facil-
ities at NYIT, travel ex-
penses and two college crtd-
its upon cximpktion of a
10-week course. "Minorities
and Journalism," which is
given at NYC's Washington
Square Center.
Pat Patterson, editor of
"Black Enterprise," is the
moderator of the "Minorities
and Journalism," course.
which meets for three hours
every Tuesday night.
"We are trying to direct
the students' efforts toward
some practical . solution to
media and social discrimina-
tion," says Patterson.
"It's not getting blacks in-
to black media, but getting
blacks into the media," he
continues. "The. students
don't feel that the black
story is being well told. But
they are not just rehashing
the old problem. They are
trying to turn the situation
around, using intellectual dis-
cipline as a force."
Guest speakers for the
class have included Peter
Bailey of Ebony, Ernest
Dunbar of Look, Gill Noble
of ABC Television, Sherman
Jackson of NBC Television




Captain W. R. Crozier, director of storage
and transportation, presents Zero Defects
Achievement Award and trophy to Mrs.
SPAN letter designations
stand for Systems Program
Approaching No n -Employ-





is author of an article ap-
pearing in the current issue
of the American Association
of School Administrator's
International Newsletter.
The article tells of Mrs.
Hatchett's experiences in
teaching language arts at
the American School of
Guatemala. She is coordina-
tor of the Lanivage Arts




describing the functions of
Project CLUE (Cooperative
Leadership for Urban Edu-
cation), has been distributed
from the headquarters at
Annie M. Garrett, division winner, opera-
tions branch, shipping divisioo at the
Memphis Army Depot.
HAVERTY'S
errs No Place Like Hon, SH \AI 4 SAL
The greatest sale event of the year!`Mwest styles at once-a-year low prices!
SAVE NOW! TAKE MONTHS TO PAY on Haverty's convenient terins I
FOUR PIECE FRENCH PROVINCIAL BEDROOM SUITE
This exquisite "Charmant" grouping of French Provincial by famous Broyhill Premier is (it ility
crafted in fine Clarisse Cherry Veneers on selected hard woods. A beautiful example of old world
charm and workmanship. A great buy for furniture of this design and quality. Includes triple
dresser, framed landscape mirror, 5-drawer chest and reg. or queen size panel headboard.
DOWNTOWN LAUREL WOOD PARK AYE.
3015 Pork Aro., 323-7656450 Parkins bird.. 685.8277
(Across from Sion)
OPEN MON. AND THURS. TILL 9 P.M.
AM. POUR PIECES
WNITENAYEN
4212 Hwy, 51 So. 396-9496
OPEN 9 A.M. To 5:30 P.M. OPEN MON. AND THURS. TILL 9 P.M.
Nashville.
Included in the contents
are objectives of CLUE and





deals with 400 academical-
ly talented fourth, fifth and
sixth grades from 31 schools.
Involvement in the 70's.
This is the theme of the
1971 In-Service training for
city teachers.
The schedule of events in-
clude:
Monday, August 23 —
Faculty Day in School,
Grades 1-12, Required;
Tuesday, August 24 -
Faculty Day in School,
Grades 1 - 9 Orientation for
New Teachers, Grades k • 9;
Wednesday. A u gust 25
Faculty Day in School,
Grades 10 - 12 Orientation
for New Teachers, Grades
10 - 12;
Thursday. A ugu st 26,
Professional Growth Series,
Grades 1 - 12, Required;
Friday, August 27, Faculty




A Defense Surplus Auction
will be held at the Defense
Depot Memphis on Septem-
ber 9, 1971 starting at 9:00
a.m. Air Force Colonel Har-
ry Z. Moore, Commander
of the Depot, in announcing
the sale, said it is open to
the public and that each lot
is bid on and sold on the
spot.
Over 300 lots are offered
for sale, Colonel Moore said,
and include such items as
Jeep bodies, axles, engine
parts, wire rope, generators,
and bulldozers, blades. In
addition, block and tackle,
forklifts, street sweepers,
pickup and big trucks, au-
tos and parts will be sold.
All the lots may be inspect-
ed daily after August 23 un-
til the sale and are located
in the Porperty Disposal
Area at the Depot.
Colonel Moore pointed out
that telephone and mailed-in
bids are not acceptable,
and the bidder must register
and attend the sale. He said
personal checks will be ac-
cepted for payment. The De-
pot is located on Airways
Blvd.
It maverick SIM
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4421 Beacon Hill $ 9.930
3 rooms. I bath. W/S $100
Down
35 East Biscayne Rd $14,173
ro.nns 1 bath. FR $173
Down
2630 Dakar PA 230
I 100171I, I bath. FR $2.50
Down
1485 Gabay $ 6.430
4 rooms 1 bath. FR No Down
Payment
1 798 Kendisle $15.950
11 rooms, 3,5 baPts $2.5u
Snieco/BV Down
970 East Person A cc.
.S rooms, 1 bath
AsplIS
115 7 East Ryder Pt















































PRICES EXPIRE ON AUGUST 21ST.
423 N. Cleveland 213 Frayser Blvd.
5990 Hwy. 51 South 2833 Lanair Ave.
1500 S. Laocierdale 3561 Park Ave.
3200 Parkins Rd. South 2464 Poplar Ave.
4770 Poplar Ave. 3473 Summer Ave
4780 Summer Ave
1,I DEFENDER SATURDAY, AUGUST 21, 1971
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"The tissue of the Life to be
We weave with colors all our own,
And in the field of Destiny
We reap as we have sown." John Greenleaf
Whittier.
INTERNATIONALE ... was the flavor savored at
the party Mattie and Whittier Sengstacke tossed at
their South Parkway. E., home Saturday night. They
were entertaining their houseguest, Mrs. Rosemary
Katamba, who is a reporter for the Zambia Daily
Mail, in Lusaka. Zambia. who was celebrating her
birthday as was kVhittier. the patriarch of the Mem-
phis Branch of the Sengstacke Clan.
Other honorees included Kweku William Egyir,
a journalist for the Kumasi Pioneer in Kumasi. Ghana
and James Dahab Gabjanda, a Ph.D. candidate in
Linguistics at S.O.A.S. University of London. England,
who hails from Raga, Sudan. They were both house-
guests of Dr. and Mrs. James Brush.
These three African Youth Leaders are among
twenty-four "Unofficial Ambassadors" from nineteen
English-speaking and French-speaking countries of
East. Central, West and Southern Africa who're tour-
ing the U.S. for 45 days under the sponsorship of
Operation Crossroads Africa. Inc., and the Bureau of
Educational and Cultural Affairs. Inc. Their main fo-
cus is "Mass Communication Media' or "Education in
the United States."
Helping to make the occasion gala for the visitors
in the Sengstackes' backyard with its back ranch-
type party house and flower bedecked patio were
Mr. and Mrs. James Hulbert, both have traveled ex-
tensively in Europe and India where he was stationed
as, a Director of USIA: Dr. and Mrs. James Brush,
Dr. and Mrs. Ann Benson. Dr. and Mrs. L.P. Krause,
she's also a Dr. and both are doing research with
sickle cell anemia: Dr; and Mrs. Morrison. Mr. and
Mrs. James Mitchell, and others in the younger set
mostly in. the news media and communication. Rosa-
lyn Morris, Robert Morris Jr., Whittier Sengstacke
Jr., Jacqueline Allen, who received a Journalism
Scholarship from the National Negro Publishers Asso-
ciation and is a student at Lincoln University: Marilyn
Duncan, Carol Hall the personable and attractive news
gal at WHBQ-TV: lgantius Essien. who hails from
Nigeria and is a graduate of Southwestern at Memphis
and Memphis State University and planning to teach
at Alcorn College in Lerman. Miss.. this coming fall.
Admiring the beautiful and different birthday cake
which read "Happy Birthday Rosemary. Zambia Dai-
ly Mail and Whittier, Tri-State Defender," were Irwin
Watson, Willie Cole, Edward Harris, Ethel and Her-
men Mitchell, Linda Taylor, Astrid Sengstacke Jones
and her tittle ones. Taasha and Syjkl, and Vernet'
Henderson who has traveled to Africa under the au-
spices of Crossroads Africa.
EUROPEAN TRAVEL ... Vivacious Pat Dixon,
Sportswear Buyer at Goldsmith's has just returned
from an exciting two week vacation in England, France
and Holland.
On her return to the States she sjent a memorable
week-end in New York City wit lots of old friends
from her college days at Fisk University. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lavern Dixon.
And Michelle Peacock is back after a six week
trip in Europe where she studied Art. She and her
mother Zernia (Mrs. Jake) Peacock were off to Chi-
cago this past week-end to attend the wedding of a
relative.
PARTY FARE Leath (Mrs. Peter) Jones
took a group of friends out to dinner and back to her
handsome Pillow Street home for a relaxing evening
of bridge with prizes going to Cora (Mrs. Oscar) Smith
and Bertha (Mrs. Clinton) Ray. Leath was assisted
in entertaining in her spacious upstairs den by Minnie
Mae (Mrs. Emmett) Woods.
And then the other NIrs. Jones on Pillow. Annie
Mae (Mrs. li..enious) Jones, Leath's next door neighbor
feted the We Eight with dinner and serious bridge.
She was aided by her sister Mrs. Celia Chaplin.
Here prizes went to Leath and Bertha Ray.
TRAVELERS HO! .... Ann (Mrs. 1.imuel) Lock-
ard and daughters. Laura and Lisa are back after
visiting relatives in Cleveland, Ohio.
Evelyn and William Robertson and their daughter
Robin visited Paradise Islands in the Bahamas with
stops in Miami and Atlanta.
Vi O'Neal and her children Tammy Kay and
Patrick were in Oklahoma and also Texas.
Dot (Mrs. Walter) Evans is soaking up the sun in
Montego Bay, Jamaica.
And Annie and Emerson Able are back from Knox-
ville where they visited her folks. Making the trek
with their parents were Emerson Jr., and Tony.
Mrs. P.E, Brooks and members of their family
were off over the week-end to Atlanta. Ga., for the
grand opening of the Medical Center owned by their
Harvey's celebrate...
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son-in-law and several other medical men.
Mona and Dr. Edgar Parker and their sons, Edgar
Jr., and Todd welcomed their family members ...
Mose Yvonne Hooks, Willie and Phyllis Kelley and
their son, Willie Jr„ and Charlotte and Sam Polk
and their offsprings, Samone and Sandra.
Senator Talmadge spoke at the ribbon cutting cere-
mony Sunday.
George and Vera Clark were back from a trip to
Detroit where they visited Ruth and Roosevelt Barnes.
Ruth is the former Ruth Crump, Memphis school-
marm. The (larks also visited Toledo, Ohio.
And Jessie and Willie Presley and their children
Regina and Kevin are visiting relatives in Saginaw,
Mich.
OTHER MICHIGAN NOTES ... Val (Mrs. Walter)
Minor of Houston, Tex., was visiting Detroit and sent
a "Texas style" howdy to Margaret and Dr. Fred
Rivers. Her hubby Walter joined her after golfing in
New York with the Nomads and then they were off
to Atlanta and North Carolina where they visited Wal-
ter's sister.
Val is the Co-Ette Sponsor in Houston and Detroit
('o-Ette Sponsor Mary Agnes and her mate Edward
Davis sent regards to their many Memphis friends.
Mr. and Mrs. William "Bill" Trent sent hello to '
Dr. and Mrs. Hollis F. Price, he's the former UNCE,
Director and is now with Time Magazine and a mem-
ber of the National Board of Directors of the Urbanl
League.
Harold Minerve, a member of Arthur Prysoek's
band sent a rousing hello to Johnetta (Mrs. Julian)
Kelso.
Leola and H.A. Gilliam and their son, TV per-
sonality Art attended the National Insurance Conven-
tion in the Motor City.
Elsie (Mrs. Melvin Jr) Malunda and children,
Sonja and Melvin, III, are back from New York City
where they visited her , sister and brother-in-law,
Juanita and Allen Carter and Cleveland, Ohio where
they visited cousins, Barbara and Atty. Floyd Oliver
and their children Tony and Blanton.
Elsie's brother Omar Robinson Jr. joined them in
Cleveland after visiting in Pittsburgh and they motor-
ed back with him stopping off in Louisville where
Hold family reunion
To their many relatives
and friends. the family of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Bishop
Harvey has always been the
epitomy of warm hospitality
and g r acious generosity.
This 'characteristic stems
hack through more than 90
years of the Harvey-Cooke
ancestry. And the life styles
of the sons and daughters of
Bishop and Latisba give
testimony of this wonderful
heritage of family unity.
In the tradition of old fash-
ion informal "goad-will,"
the past and present of
these people were reflected
in an atmosphere of con-
Wigs by Mon-Claire


























BANK AMERiCARD LAY- A - WAY MASTER CHARGE
Expert Service Only $350
14 North Main( AT COURT 13OWNSTAIRS ) 527-3619
versation, home-cooked ,food.
and other activities from
July 31 through Aug. 7.
Last December. Preston.
one of the sons who is with
the Staff of Heart Research
at Washington University in
St. Louis, decided that with
the many social, cultural,
and geographical changes
that are now taking place it
would be a fine thine for the
family to get together as a
group and share their exper-
ience with each other and
their friends.
So the beautiful old home
with its spacious lawns. gar-
dens and ancient trees just
spilled over as they all got
together. The sons present
and their families were:
Mr. and Mrs. Bishop Harvey
II, Evanston, Ill., Mr. and
Mrs. Preston Harvey and
daughter, Sharon. St. Louis,
Mo., Mr. Ullysses A. Har-
vey, Oxford, Miss., Mr. and
Mrs. J.N. Harvey and chil-
dren, Jennifer and Joseph.
from Memphis. The daugh-
ters present and their fam-
ilies were: Mrs. Emma H.
Slate, Misses Corabell and
Thelma Harvey, Mrs. Ro-
berta C. Harvey (wife of the
late Maurice Harvey), all
of Oxford, Mrs. Latisha H.
Sells and husband Mr. Hu-
bert Sallis, Chicago. and
Mrs. Pauline H. Bell and
husband, Mr. James C. Bell
of Memphis. The grandchil-
dren and their families pres-
ent were: Mr. Raymond D.1
Slate and children. Angela'
and Dorsey, San Francisco,,
Calif.. and Mrs. Helen Ed-
wards and husband, Mr. y.
Edwards and their daughir,i
Francierre. of Chicago.
The elder members of the
Harvey and Cooke sides
were honored. They wet -
Mrs. Mary Harvey flobii,
son, of Chicago, who hint
not been in the city for a'
most 30 years; Mrs. Be"-
Collins, Mrs. Laura Pinson
and Mr. C.B. Webb, all from
Oxford. Other relatives pre-
ent were Mr. and Mrs.
rame Cooke. Mr. and Mrs
A.W. Bell, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond C. Allen and chil-
dren, Renee and Shiela, Mr.
and Mrs. James Brown. and
Mr. Barnett Mead. all of
Memphis, Miss Senolia Pin-
son, and son. Mr. Melvin
Bufford, of Oxford. There
were many. many other
relatives and friends from
within and without the city
who attended and made this
Piercing ears
can be tricky
Pierced ears may be part
of today's "in" look, but if
the simple procedure nec-
essary to produce the effect
is performed by untrained
and unknowning amateurs,
the price of fashion may
prove expensive to your
health.
This is the message of an
article titled "Complications
of Ear Piercing" authored by
Drs. Thomas A. Cortese Jr..
and Richard A. Dickey and
carried in the August issue
of American Family Physi-
cian magazine.
All' is the scientific pub-
lication of the American
Academy of General Prae-
(ice, the nation's second
largest medical association
with a memberlip of over
31,000 family physicians. Dr.
Cortese, currently assistant
professor of biochemistry at
the India na University
School of Medicine, is an
Academy member.
To study complications re-
sulting from "the present in-
discriminate practice of ear
piercing by inexperienced or
unknowledgeable persons,"
Drs. Cortese and Dickey con-
ducted a survey of 100 fe-
male nursing students at the
Indiana University Medical
Center, I n d ianapolis. Of
these hundred. 73 girls had





VACATIONS WITH WEEKENDS TRIPS
'A Relaxing Change of Scenery • Swimming Pool and Picnic Arai
• Bring the Family or Club to Enjoy Completely Informal At-
mosphere In First Class Facilities at Rates you ran Afford.
GOL7-ING NEAR
2 Mocks off Malvern Avenue, Hwy. 270 E.
401 HENRY ST. PHONE 624-5546
Wm. McKenzie,
Owner and Manager
occasion one that wit al-
ways be cherished in the
memories of the Harvey!
family.
they visited their broth"... and sister-in-I3s, Sam and..-77
Hugbella Robinsor and their Debbie and Charlotte.=
And another brother, Halloe Robinson was off last.=
week to Nebraska to visit their sister and brother-in-
law, Theodora "Prince" and Arlin Meadows and their
children, Eric and Glynn ... then Halloe was aff to
California and on to Eugene, Ore., to see his youngest
sister, Yvonne Robinson, receive her Masters Degree
from the University of Oregon and help her drive
back home.
Gerri and Otis Brown and their sons Otis Jr., and
Gerald were also in Cleveland visiting Inez and
George Buntyn . . • she's the former Inez McKissack





For September, "Those Beautiful Classics Are Back!" Lead-
ing the was arc knockout wrap coats, classic in at, ling, classic in
fabric. And, classic ttenchcoats in a fabulous suede.lootn fabric •
for any-weather wear.
The classic shirtdress takes On a softer look of this year's
classics with its stock-tie neckline and softly-full unpressed ple.it.
skirt. This is an excei...,nt example of many and varied shirtdress.
interpretations for Fah. Also a new contemporary classic -. the
one-piece dress that looks like a shirt (or blouse)•and-skirt.
For the coming season polyester knits featuring classics all the
way in sweaters, tunics, shirts, skirts and pants built around an
attractive color scheme of blue, cream and berry.
Jr. Bazaar goes classic, too, sometimes all classic. As in the new
September handsome go-together separates of classic blazer, wider
cuffed "trousers" ;that classic of the 40's movie stars), plus
classic stock-tie shirt. On the other hand, Juniors will combine
classic with their own independent trends, as in our exciting big.
plaid blazer to wear with above-knee skirt and classic turtle -
neck sweater,
These new classics must have the right ac.,:essories such as telt
cloches, classic leather shortie gloves, classically simple handbags
and belts.
Keep in mind, of course, that the above are just new head-
liner examples of such classics that have been arriving in our Fall
stocks of coats, dresses and sportswear. You will be sure to find













IMMUNIZATION REQUIRED FOR SCHOOL!
Children without immunizations required by Tennessee law can
not enroll in the Memphis Public Schools in September. Check
with your family physician.
If you are 18 thru 21 years
of age and have not registerea to vote, please go to 175 Poplar
Avenue, Register Now!
Volunteers are being recruited
for the coming school year to provide extra assistance IN the
Memphis City School classrooms. Interested volunteers should
contact Mrs. Emily Jackson, Volunteer Services, 323-8311, ext.
273.
SHAFT
is now showing at the Malco with music written for the movie by
Isaac Hayes. (rating - Restricted)
Every Wednesday night
the Shelby County Sheriff Department and WLOK present a
Hot Pants Dance, at Mitchell High School. Prizes wilt be given
away.
August 27 B.B. KING DAY







its grand opening dance at Three Coins in a Fountain, 663
Mississippi. Adm, 500.
The 19th Holers Golf Club
proudly announces their forth coming 6tt, Annual Amateur Golf
Tournament at Fox Meadows Golf Course. Registration fs open
to alt. There will be prizes. All are welcome.
Registration for the Adult
Evening Program is being sponsored by the Memphis City School
System. Consult the Adult Education Center at 591 Washington
Ave. for Information.
.540 at Fig Sta,t,
7igeige *au 1e /4to4p "hada," 7riegol4
B16
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Zachery Williams. 6-year-old Jackson, Miss, lad who is the
national poster child of the Epilepsy Foundation of Ameri-
ca (EFA), visited the White House recently, receiving a
warm greeting from President Nixon. With Zachery, who
has had epilepsy for four years. was Sen. Robert Taft,
Jr., of Ohio, a longtime friend of the epilepsy movement.
Zachery took the Foundation's message of understanding
to the President, symbolizing the fact that the beacon of
hope for the more than 4 million Americans who suffer
convulsive disorders has reached the highest office in the
land. Zachery, through use of modern medication, leads
an active normal life.
Owen gets
new dean
LeMoyne-Owen C o liege's
newly constructed $1,350,000
Science-Mathematics Learn-
ing Center will be t hrown
open to the 700 or more stu-
dents expected for the fall
term.
Classe'S will begin August
30 following registration and
the orientation period for
freshmen. r,
A faculty luncheon is sched-
uled for August 23. followed
by faculty conferences Aug.
23-24,
Sophomores will register
Aug. 25 from 8:30 to noon,
and juniors will register the
same day from 1 to 4 p.m.
Freshmen will register Aug.
28 from 1 to 4 p.m., with
freshmen orientation taking
place Aug. 25-27. Seniors are
scheduled to register Aug. 27
from 8:30 to noon, and
transfer and unclassified
Student transfers
Students assigned to Vance
junior high school will regis-
ter on Aug. 25 at Porter
junior high. Directions will be
given at school Registra-
tions times, 8:30 a. m.
grade; 10 a. m. 8th grail
and 1 p m., 7th grade.
HOME FOR SALEciiinbrook St. 4232 - 3 bedroom
home-811,499-8199 down-804.52
Per mo. for 240 mo. 8 Oct
annual pct. rate. Good condition
fenced yard, owner financed. tali











Proposals will be received by the
Memphis Housing Authority at
its office at 700 Adams Avenue,
Memphis, Tennessee, until 10
o'clock A.M., C.D.S.T., Friday,
September. 3, 1971, for the fur-
nishing of the following equip-
ment F.O.B., 3716 Winchester
Road, Memphis, Tennessee, trans-
portation prepaid:
10 - 6 Cubic Yard Containers
6 -2 Cubic Yard Containers
with 6 inch rubber casters
(for garbage and trash)
•Specification% are available at the
Memphis Housing Authority Of-
fice, 700 Adams Avenue,
Memphis, Tent essee.
Time of delivery must be stated
in proposal. The Memphis Housing
Authority reserves the right to
reject_ any and all birtt to waive
any informality. in du. 'lids and
to place the award with whom-
soever it may elect.
Address proposals to SA.torel E.
Null, MeMphis Housing Author-
ity, 700 Adams Avenue,Memphis,





students will check in the
afternoon of Aug. 27.
The enrollment is expect-
ed to remain around the 700
mark. The college enrolled
694 students last school year.
Freshmen and returning
students will be greeted by a
new academic dean and a
new business manager. Dr.
James 1). Gilbert, a gradu-
ate of Notre Dame Univer-
sity and the University of
Mississippi, is the new dean
replacing Dr. Lionel A. Ar-
nold who resigned to accept
a teaching post at Oklahoma
State University.
Judo expert turns to fashion
Mr. Odis doesn't really fit
the usual prototype of male
cosmetologist! You only have
to look at him to see why
Ibis is true ... shake his
hand once and you'll be coin.
pletely c o nvinced. Hand-
some? Yes, extremely so!
But here the similarity to
other Beauty Experts ends.
His background includes
business training at Indiana
University and the University
of Maryland. Ile spent six
years in the U.S. Army
teaching hand-to-hand com-
bat. During these years Mr.
Odis was in Japan, where he
won the coveted Black Belt
in judo and became quite a
karate expert also. Much of
his spare time is spent in
YMCA's wherever he goes
teaching judo and demon-
strating this art of self-de-
fense to young people. After
his army stint, Mr. Ode:
spent two years as a police-
man and two years in sales.
As Mr. Odis would tell
you: ''One day I took a real
hard look at myself ... my
past, my present and my fu-
ture. Although I was a jack
of many trades, I really was
master of none. I analysed
My strengths and my weak-
nesses.
One of my strengths was
a certain agility and ability
to do things with my hands.
Another strength, or weak-
ness (depending upon how
you look at it) was that I
liked women ... all women.
Beautiful or plain. Teenager
or matron. Career girl or
housewife.
It became evident that I
would be a very happy man
If I could combine in a sin-
ale career these two
MR. ODIS
Last year's winners...
Holding their babies in the last year's
Tri-State Defender Baby Contest are (left
to right) Ray Wicks, circulation manager;
Mrs. Jessie Fox with the first place winner:
Isaac Branch with the second place winner;
strengths. I looked around
me ... and the career I
should choose was evident
Beauty! Black Beauty!
place I turned there was
some white beauty expert
supposedly from New York,
Paris or Rome (maybe in-
deed from Indianapolis, like
me) telling white women
how to be more beautiful
with the ten million beauty
products available for them.
But for our women, there
were few experts. In fact,
our market had been almost
totally ignored by the entire
beauty industry. Sure, we
had a few hair-care products
and occasionally some little
known company would try
to pass off a couple of "sun-
tan" shades of makeup as a
black line. But real exper-
tise? I looked over the en-
tire country and found ii
not! Two years agi I set
two primary goals for my-
self. The first was to become'
the best and most profession-
al expert on black beauty in
this country. This goal has
been accomplished. The sec-
ond goal was to develop a
really high quality line of
cosmetics e s pecially for-
mulated for the darker skin
tones.
Whittier Sengstacke Sr., Tri-State general
manager; Miss Eton Jones with the third
winner; Bryant Williams, advertising man-
ager; and Mrs. Ruby Gilliam holding the
fourth place winner.
Expand state job program
Memphis and Shelby Coun-
ty will receive more than
three quarters of a million
dollars from the Labor De-
partment's Emergency Em-
ployment Act budget, Con-
gressman Dan Kuykendall
(R-Tenn.) announced.
The funds will be spent to
MISS NINA M. CASEM,
daughter of Mrs. Claudia
Wilkerson Casem and Ben-
ito A. Casem Jr., is to be
married August 21, to Rid-
ley J. Anderson, III, at Lit-
tle Flower Catholic Church.
Mr. Anderson is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ridley J. An-
derson Jr.. of 432 N. Man-
asas. Miss Casem who lives
in Los Angeles, California
with her mother has attend-
ed St. Mary's Academy and
the University of San Fran-
cisco. She and Mr. Anderson





hire the unemployed on
state and local service pro-
grams. The allocations were
based on the severity of un-
employment in the 700 cities.
counties and states affected,
Mr. Kuykendall said.
The breakdown is $745,400
for Memphis, and $42,400
for Shelby County. This is
approximately 10 per cent
of Tennessee's' allocation of
$7,440,000.




Members of the Class of
1924. the first graduates to
receive bacculaureate de-
grees at Tennessee State
University, will be honored
during the summer com-
mencement season Saturday-
Sunday, Aug, 21-22.
Members of the class who
will attend the special acti-
vities are Dr. Reginald Neb-
lett of Owensboro, Ky.; Ram-
sey Thurman, Chicago, Ill.;
William Lowe, Memphis;
and Aeolian Lockert, Sr., and
Walter VanPotter of Nash-
ville, according to Mrs.
Gladys Burgess Adams, Co-










jobs involved will range
the entire spectrum of public
service, including police and
fire protection, health serv-
ices, anti-pollution programs,
recreation. t r a nsportation,
street and road mainten-
ance, parks, education and
-other fields of human bet-
terment."
He emphasized that the
money is earmarked for pay-
rolls, and is not to be used
for equipment or raw mat
terials for new constuctinn,1
for instance.
Guidelines for the n e w!
Public Employment Prod
gram are expected to he
released from the Depart
ment of Labor in about a
week. Mr. Kuykendall said
After that time, inquiries
should be directed to local






SCM 250 office model, new ... $260.00  $189.50
IBM Reconditioned Selectric  $375.00
(Reconatttoned By IBM)
. Electronic Calculators
Canon Pochetronic  $375.00
Electronic Printing Calculator




Clearance Price on all used portables A standards starting
from  $29,50 up












Double value at Cooper's. first, discount prices.
Second, our guarantee and shop to back up this
guarantee. We service what we sell.
• Fully Guaranteed • Terms Available
—Moil And Phen• Orders Paled -
COOPER OFFICE EQUIPMENT, INC.




Airman Bill Tipton, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Tipton of Memphis, has re-
ceived his first U.S. Air
Force duty a ssignment
after com p leting basic
training at Lackland AFB.
Tex. The airman has been
assigned to a unit of the
Strategic Air Command at
Altus AFB, Okla., for train-
ing and duty in the admi-
nistrative f i e Id. Airman
Tipton is a 1970 graduate
of Northside High School.
ELZA HARRIS
Airman Elza L Harris,
son of Mr. and, Mrs. Elie
Harris o f 1 638 Gabay,
Memphis, has graduatea
at Sheppard AFB, Tex.,
from the U.S. Air Force
pavements mainte nanee
specialist course.
The airman, who learned
to maintain aircraft run-
ways, roads, streets, side-
walks, parking areas, and
railroad tracks, is being
assigned to Castle AFB.
Calif., for duty with a unit
of the Strategic Air Com-
mand, America's nuclear
deterrent force of long
range bombers and inter-
continental ballistic missiles.
Airman Harris Ls a 1970
graduate of Southside High
School.
DAN BRYANT .
Danny M. Bryant, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy M.
Bryant of 2121 Brookline
Road. Memphis, is parti-
cipating in a U.S. Air Force
Reserve Officers Training
Corps tAFROTC) field train-
ing encampment at Grissom
AFB. Ind.
During the encampment,
cadets become familiar with
the life and activities on Air
Force bases and can exa-
mine career opportunities
in which thea might wish
to serve as officers.
Other highlights of the
course incl ode survival
training, aircraft and air-
crew indoctrination, small
arms training and visits
to other Are Force bases.
Cadet Bryant is a mem-
ber of the AFROTC unit
at Memphis State University.




N. Gower, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe R. Gower of 1884
Dearing Road, Memphis,
has been awarded silver
wings upon graduation from
U.S. Air Force navigato •
training at Mather AFB,
Calif.
Lieutenant Gower is being
assigned t o II o m estead
AFB, Fla.. for flying duty







mand which provides com-
bat units for am support of
U.S. ground forces.
The lieutenant, a 1966
graduate of Overton High
School, received his B.S.
degree in industrial manage-
ment in 1970 from the Uni-
versity of Tennessee. He is
a member of Sigma Phi
Epsilon.
His wife, Carol, is the
daughter of Mr. and Afrs
Edward F. Ryan of 1504
Audmar Drive, McLean, Va.
ROBERT IVERY
Airman Robert E. 'very,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Pleze
!very of 1740 Farrington
St., Memphis, has received
his first U.S. Air Force duty
assignment after com-
pleting basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex. The
airman has been assigned
to a unit of the Strategic
Air Command at Whiteman
AFB, Mo., for training
and duty as a security
policeman. Airman !very
is a 1971 graduate of South
Side High School.
JOHN STEELE, JR.
John F . Steele Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank
Steele of 1404 Ridgewood
Park Road. Memphis, is
particiamtag in a U.S.
Air Follda Reserve Officers
Trainini Corps (AFROTC)
field training encampment
at Grissom AFB. Ind.
WIDE SELECTION
Blemished Tire Sale!
30% Off Reg. Price
We Honor
AU. CMIT, !Am





Look at this one. It's in two tones of glistening kidskin
that emphasize and enhance a great shape toe. The higher heel
gives the entire boot a fresh new look that, naturally,
says Florsheim today, $43.95
In black/burgundy, brown/gold
GREG'S
Men & Boys Fashions
99 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LEO KING
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'Mr. Big Stuff sends
Joan Knight to top
She's sexy. brain,, and
tnoroughly feminine a n d
when she puts her hands on
her hips then points her lin-
gers and sings "Mr. Big
Stuff, who do you think you
are . .," she reminds you
of a sassy little girl getting
back at her mischievous boy•
friend.
And my fans really like
it When I da that." says
Jean Knight in reference to
her hit "Mr. Big Stuff."
"Around New Orleans, they
have even made a Jance out
of it — you know like put
ling their hands on their
hips."
Jean views her new fame
with enthusiasm and appre-
ciation.
"But I knew it would hap-
pen. I felt that it would be a
hit,' • she says. "You see. I
follow my first thought in
mind."
And this •first thought'
played a major role in her
singing career. It was al-
most like ESP or perhaps
it was just her 'woman in-
tuition' at work.
"Also, my faith had a lot
to do with my success." she
emphasizes, "and how I hap-
pen to become affiliated
with Stax. I had wanted to
go with a big company where
there weren't too many fe-
male vocalists. and Stax
both big and does not has,
many female vocalists."
Jean. who had made spe-
cial novenas to St. Jude. ex-
plains that there were a
group of young singers who
were being signed by
When speaking to Jean
about her soaring success
she simply exclaims,
love it It's hard to believe
that you're a 'nobody' yes-
terday, and today you're
'somebody.' I.really love itl"
Jean, like her voice, has
been described as being
'sexy.'
"And I love that too," she
adds. "I like being a wom-
an."
During her high school
days (Joseph S. Clarll in
New Orleans). she gave
"the boys a lot of competi-
tion."
"Because I was always
running for elections," she
explains, "and I won several
of them. And those classes
where I wasn't president, I
was vice president."
Yet. it must be pointed out
that e‘en though she was a
political huff in high school
she still was a "woman
first."
HoweVer. 11 Is obvious that
she would not pretend to be




A -Sweet Sixteen" birth
day party was held last week
at Peyton Place honoring
Jean Quinn. Mrs. Lula Black,
Jean's aunt planned the par
ty and made all arrange-
ments.
Red. Green and Blue col-
ors decorated thc place with
a watermelon centerpiece on
the birthday table. Es erone
was said to have had a won-
derful time, and the food war:
great, but the real treat for
Jean were cookies with her
Drive Carl Carson out of town
ONE-WAY
MOVING VANS
name on each and evers
one.
.lean was thrilled with
:los she received from over
15O zucsIs invited to the at
with several COMi/12
from Chicago for the party
Miss Helen "Big Stuff"
Simpson was DJ for the
evening.
GLEN GRANT
ClenJolyn M. Grant. who
just completed her freshman
year at Lake Forest College.
Illinois, will serve as a
Counselor in Roberts Hall
during the 1971:72 academic
year Appointments for the
dormitory positionS were
made this spring by the Dean
of Stude'nts.
A mathematics major. she
is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Jones. 3001
Shannon :1 Mem phi=
JEAN KNIGHT
Jackson St.
A number of administra
tile promotions and change.
were announced recently by
Jackson S t ate President
John A. Peoples, Jr.
Dr. Oscar Rogers. Associ-
ate Dean of Graduate Studies
has been promoted to Dean
of Graduate Studies.
Preston Graves, a counse-
lor to the counseling center.
is Assistant Director of
Career Planning and Place
ment
In the area of Student
Personnel Services there
have been name changes
with Dr George A. Johnson
becoming Dean of Student
Affairs. He was formerly
Dean of Students.
Tommie Smith and Miss
Bobbie N. Oatis are Associ-
ate Deans of Student Affairs
for men and women respec-
tively. and Edward Curtis
is Assistant Dean of Student
Affairs for housing.
BOIt S CallJackson 6-8397











I. Base on number sold June 26.
2. A base of 25 customers weekly.
3 Prizes awarded on highest number of new
home delivery,
4. All carriers must agree to submit custonser
route list at end of contest to bis eligible for
prizes.
5. All contestants must be verified Defender
carriers..
PRIZES ARE EASY TO WIN I Il! !




new career as singer
The musical industry is
one ot the most rewarding
as well as profitable occupa-
tions a person can enter.
But trequently the man in
the background, who does
tin, "hard labor" never gets
a chance to sniff the "sweet
smell of success."
All that is left is the come
forward and cross the line.
More often than not, when a
songwriter or producer cross-
es that line, the road leads
downhill ... But not for
George Jackson,
George Jaekson was born
in Greenville. Miss., 26 years
ago, and since that time has
built credentials as a writer-
producer for recording stars
like, Clarence Carter, Wilson
Pickett, Candi Staton, Ike
and Tina Turner, and many,
many more.
Inspired by the late Sam
Cooke, George has decided
to come from behind the
scenes, and put some of that
already' acclaimed talent so
use on his own, and has just
released a single, entitled
"Lose Hijacker," written
and produced by himself.
changes
Dennis Edwards, lead singer for Motown's fabulous
Temptations, is obvious!) pleased with his date, Wilma
Walker, a Hollywood executive secretary whom he select-
ed over two other young women on a segment of "The
Dating Game" Monday. August 16.
ABC views
minorities
The .ABC Radio Network
will provide a new service
for affiliates of its four
network services with the
start of a once-weekly feed
of news focusing on stories
at interest to minority groups
in America.
The new service will he
fed via closed Arcuit each
Thursday afternoon, begin-
ning Aug. 19. to the more
than 1.300 affiliates of the
four ABC Radio Network
services — American Con-
temporary, Entertainment,
Information and FM Radio
Networks.
The announcement was
made jointly in New York
by Walter A. Schwartz,
NBC Radio Network Pre:i-
dent, and Elmer W. Lower.
President of ABC News.
In making the announce-
ment Mr. Schwartz said,
"The decision to include this
important news service as
part of our regular network
radio coverage was Made at
the request of our affiliates
through Robert 0, Mahlman,
Vice President and Director
of Affiliate Affairs, and in
conjunction with the Af-
filiates Advisory Boards. To
meet our obligation as
broadcasters Serving, the pub-
lic interest, we are making
a total thrust in this area of
seeking out stories of special









Located on the side of Jone's Big Star. The shop is now




Consult Miss Debra Pratcher for your manicure and all
your beauty needs.
Mrs Laura McIntyre, prop.,
Mn. Mattis Lockhart & Mew Minnie Taylor.
Despite the lack of formal
musical training, Jasicson's
flight to success began with
writing tunes for Wilson Pic.
kett's album "Hey Jude,"
out of which catne the single
hit "A Man And A Half."
While others applauded
George's w r iting ability,
Pickett was praising his vo-
cal talent which was reward.
ed with a recording contract
with Fame Recording studio.
At the same time, Jackson
is a songwriter for the studio
under the direction of Rick
Hall.
George's most recently, ac-
complished honor in song.
writing is a million dollar
seller "One Bad Apple"
sung by the Osmond Broth-
ers. and their latest hit "Dou-
ble Living."
Some of his other accom-
plishments were "Too Weak
To Fight," and "Can't Leave
Your Love Alone." recorded
by Clarence Carter: "I'm
Just A Prisoner," and "I'd
Rather Be An Old Man's
Sweetheart, Than A Young
Man's Fool," written for
and recorded by Candi Sta-
ton.
Making his home in Mem-
phis for the past eight years,
George is presently working
on material for Dezi .krnaz,
Jr., and despite the long
road behind and the bright
tuture ahead. he says he is
"just struggling for recog.
nition in the music world." GEORGE JACKSON
Blue Angels
keep him busy
At speeds of over 500
miles-per-hour, the crack pi-
lots of the Navy's Blue An-
gel Flight Demonstration
Team perform breathtaking
aerial maneuvers for com-
munities across the country
and overseas.
What's it iike to be a
member of this famous
team?
For Petty Officer Ronald
F. Holliday, a native of
South Carolina. it means
making sacrifices such as
being away from his wife.
Linda. and thdir two children
230 days a year as he tra-
vels with the team. Most of
all it means working long
hours, living out of a suit-
case week after week and
performing the duties re-
quired of a crew chief for
team's lead solo F-4
Phantom jet. Holliday, an
Aviation Structural MeAanic
Second Class, explained his
feelings about his assignment
with the Angels this way :
"I think it's an honor be
rause you're picked for the
teani only if you're consider-
ed (01I5 in your field."
Althoitah a, man is hand
picked for his job by the
Bureau of Naval Personnel
he has the right to reject the
assignment. "I accepted my
orders because I saw a chal-
lenge." stated Petty Officer
Holliday, who joined the
Angels in March 1970.• As
for his family residing in
Pensacola, Fla., he explains.
"My wife has to make a
great sacrifice too, for she
spends the better part of the
Singer-musician extraordinaire Billy Pres-
ton, seated, signs his new contract with
A&M Records as Bob Ellis, Preston's
,,on,' with the children
imluding those all impor-
tant holidays most families
look forward to. It was hard
on Linda at first, but now
it's just a piece of cake."
As crew chief, the 28-year-
old Holliday is responsible
for the mechanical mainten-
ance of his aircraft as well
as assisting other crew
chiefs with their problems
when the need arises. Of his
pilot and his job. Petty Offi-
cer Holliday commented,
"My pilot, Navy Lieutenant
Marvin Umstead, is a good
head. If I say I've done
something, he accepts my
word. It's a great feeling to
know ,a man has confidence
in you and respects your
opinion
—areas
manager, Jerry Moss, president of UM
Records, and Abe Somer, attorney for
A&M, (left to right) look on.
BABY CONTEST NOMINATION FORM
PLEASE ENTER BABY 
(PRINT NAME)
IN THE BABY CONTEST.
PARENT'S NAMES.
ADDRESS CITY 
ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NO . ••
BABY'S BIRTHDATE: 
A GLOSSY PHOTOGRAPH (NOTCOLOR) MUST ACCOMPANY THIS FORM.
MAIL TO:
BABY CONTEST
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n the photo above the Cane Christopher, pastor of the
'reek M. B. Church con- church presided over the
,regation poses during the services. Photo below:
108th anniversary celebra-, The Cane Creek choir with
ion held last week, ending) Mrs. Jessie Mae Shirley at
Sunday Aug. 15. Rev. J. R.
The Tri-State Defender seeks all news from church
organizations wishing publicity for their various
social functions. It shall not be the policy of this
paper to fix a charge on individuals or groups
seeking publication for such publicity. Our re-
quest is that news be typed double-spaced whenever
possible as handwriting is occasionally illegible,
and that copy be submitted by Thursday of each
week for the next edition. Pictures of individuals
or ,small groups are welcomed also at no charge
and will be used at the earliest convenience. We
cannot guarantee publication or return of any copy
or pictures, but we will try to serve you ... the
coiamunity .
NATHAN'SLOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEAU STREET JA 6-5300
AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
CASH OR CREDIT NO FINANCE CHARGE
1. Factory Rebuilt motors installed on time.
2. Automatic Transmissions-Guaranteed on time.
3. Paint jobs - cash or on time.
4. All Body work and Wrecks built cash or easy pay-
ments, also insurance jobs.
Air conditioning, cash or $5.00 per week. ('
All glass work.
Used and rebuilt auto parts.
JEFFCOAT MOTORS
291 Vance Ave. Downtown
PH. 526-0373
the piano, practices for lastl
week 's Sunday services
which ended the annual
celebration. The culmina-
tion of the ceremonies
featured Rev. A. L. Me-
Cargo delivering the annual
message with Mrs. Mae B.
DeBarry serving as chair-
lady.
Quite often, people develop their personal
pride and character based upon quotations they
hear or read. To encourage and inspire the young
students of Hubbard Jr. High, where I taught, I
presented to the school a copy of a prayer that had
been given to me by my friend, Baseball Hall of
Fame member Roy Campanella. I'd like to share
this moving prayer, by an unknown author,
with you.
A GAME GUY'S PRAYER
Help me to be a little sport in this game of life.
I don't ask for any place in the line-up; play me
where You need me. I only ask for the stuff to give
You one hundred per cent of what I've got. If all
the hard drives come my way, I thank You for the
compliment. Help me to remember that You won't
let anything come that You and I together can't
handle. And help me to take the bad breaks as part
of the game. Help make me thankful for them.
And God, help me to always play on the
square, no matter what tbe other players do.
Help me to come clean. Help me to see that
often the best part of the game is helping other
guys. Help me to be a "regular fellow" with the
other players.
Finally, God, if fate seems to upper cut me
with both hands and I'm laid on the shelf in sick-
ness or old age, help me to take that as a part of
the game also. Help me not to whimper or squeal
that the game was a frame-up or that I had a raw
deal:When in the dusk I get the final bell, I ask for
no lying complimentary stones. I'd only like to
know that You feel I've been a good guy.
_Toe Efrk
Plans are underway for a
mid-Summer Rally sponsor-
ed by the Women's Auxili-
ary of the Progressive Bap-
tist Church Council. Pro-
ceeds from the rally will
benefit the Baptist Foreign
Mission Bureau in recogni-
tion of its 10th Anniver-
sary.
Rev, W N. Reed, of
Brownsville, Tenn., will be
the guest speaker for the
program on Aug. 4. 1971 at
the First Baptist Lauderdale.
Rev. Charles L. Dinkins is
minister of the church, with
Mrs. Louise Nelson as gen-
eral chairman, Rev. W.C.
Holmes is council chairman
and Mrs. Katie Hunter
serves as publicity chairman.
MT. VERNON CLINIC
The Missionary Dept. of
Mt. Vernon B.C., 547 Mis-
sissippi blvd., with the Rev.
James L. Netters, will pre-
sent Mrs. D.L. Epting, of
Jackson, Tenn., who will di-
rect a Missionary Clinic on
Sunday, Aug. 22d at 3 p.m.
Mrs. Epting is the wife of
the Rev. D.L. EPting, pas-
tor of the First Baptist
church of Jackson, Tenn.
A graduate of the Ameri-
can Baptist Theological Semi-
nary in Nashville, he is
dynamic in religious educa-
tion and clinic activities.
The public is invited.
FRIENDS DAY
The C h eerful Workers'
Club of Avery Chapel AME
Church at 882 E. Trigg eve,
will hold their annual
Friends' Day activities Sun-
day, Aug. 22, 1971.
Pastor Rev. Miller Peace
will deliver the morning
message at 11 a.m., and the
Rev. Hugh Jones, pastor of
Knight Chapel Baptist church
will deliver the afternoon
message at 330 p.m.
The Knight Chapel Choir
will provide the music
for this special event.
A Public hearing will he held by 'e Memphis Housing Authority on the Amended Plan for the Medical Center Urban Renewal Area If,
Project No. Tenn. R•68, which it being planned by the Memphis Housing Authority for redevelopment under the Housing Act of 1949
as amended.
The hearing will be held in the Council Chamber, City Hall, 125.North Main Street, Memphis, Tenneuee, at 1:00 p.m., Central Day-
light Savings Time, August 19,1971.
The Project area is hounded as shown iscrOwi
The purpose of the hearing is to consider a proposal for this undertaking of an Amendment to the redevelopment plan, under State and
Local Law, with Federal ftnancial assistance under 71tle I of the Housing Act of 1949, as amended (Public Law 171 — 81st Congress,
to acquire the land in the Project area, to demolish or remove buildings and improvements, to install, construct or reconstruct streets,
utilities, park and playgrounds or other site improvements, and to make the land available for development or redevelopment by enter-
prise or public agencies as authorized by law. Relocation proposals by the Memphis Housing Authoiii, will be open to discussion by
those interested. Any person or organization desiring to be heard will be afforded an opportunity to be heard at this hearing.






1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE 1620 MADISON
(WHITEHAVEN1 EAST
5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
OPEN 2:ga CLOSEDSUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
$6,000 per week available for your favorite chanty!
fresh ground HAMBURGER
31b. pkg. or more lb. 63*
FRED MONIES! SANDWICH LOAF
BLUE PLATE REGULAR OR HOT
BAR-B-0 SAUCE 25,
3-TOTAL LIMIT 18-0Z. BTL.  
HAWAIIAN REGULAR
RED PUNCH 27*
2-LIMIT 46-02. CAN 
SALT
MEAT





Prices in the ad effective noon, Aue.25th.-mianient thru
Sept 1st we 'nary* the right to limit Quantities. None
sold to dealers.
CONTAOINA COOKBOOK (Reg. 37d)
'SAUCES Meat Loaf, Swiss Steak, 1540Italian or Sweet Sour
15-0Z. CAN
INSTANT BREAKFAST (Reg. 734
CHOC., CHOC. MALT
CARNATION or VANILLA 6-ENV. an 9BO X
GARDEN PEAS
NIFTY LOOSE LEAF 300
FILLER PAPER SHEETPKG.
3-LIMIT For Back to School
KELLY'S with BEANS
OPIT 




r"...""isi weft PINEAPPLE JUICE
LIQUID' 2•LIMIT 32-0Z. BOTTLE II
DETERGENT 29, NI. 620 DOG FOOD 
WHITE CLOUD BATHROOM
PURE VEGETABLE 1_"1
VEGETABLE 'OIL 890 SHOULDER CLOD U.S.D.A.
CENTER CUT CHUCK OR
4 
TISSUE 2-ROLL PKG. 27
STOKLEY HALVES or SLICES-RED CROSS /-0 Z. Beef 930'
2-LIMIT 48-0Z. BTL. HEAVY
MACARONI ELBOW100 Roast lb.
JIF SMOOTH LEAN AND MEATY
PEANUTBUTTER 590 Neck 1.11.154
MIRACIE WATP lionios 31R9.SALAD BOX
DRESSING ".590 11/269°




2 Lb. Bag 79* 
1st CLIT 1-LB. 51l
 Ammisommo
or FRED MONTESI 100CT.
TEA BAGS 29,
or 50i OFF ANY 3-02. INST. or LARGER
WIth coupon and 55.00 additional por-
ches., secluding rate of coupon ',welts's.
die* (Fresh milk products, antl.froasa, Tur-
keys and tobacco also Secluded In compli-
anus with etat• law.) Coupon mews, Mid-
night Wednesday, Aug% 25th.
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9. Goes over water
10. Father's sister M. Spoke
I I. Pleads 41. Cosy hones
Id. Catalog of 43. List of
torsos cand:dates
Preraricates 44. S..rr.o9 to sod Go
20. Walks in wafer 45. Keep out of s'yht
21. Pairs 46. Metal dishes
27 Cure 44. 04 wrong
13. Ca.erm 49.
26. Diner 57 Droop
211 jump 53. That mon
TRI-STATE BANK
THREE LOCATIONS
213 S. MAIN -386 BEALE- 1367N. HOLLYWOOD
I CompleteCourteous • ConfidentialBanking Services
Each Depositer Insured up to S20,000
By Federal ID:...pos:t Insurance Corporation
little Moments SOZZY, JEKIKIK), ICAI4T CIV. YGI.J A1_I 




LEO 'Jul 24 - Aug 231: You may
be feeling rather bored, and erase
Ito some excitement. A letter is ln-
dlcsted You learn of another's lit
ta and will feel thankful for
your own vircumstancm Friendship
with someone of the opposite sex will
flourish.
110:0 4Aug 24 - Sep 23): Yen
hate good ideas for making some
flinch-needed improvements. hilt corns
of theft may be rather expensive.
Consult others and try to adapt your
plans to what you can really afford.
A good time is indicated for social
issents.
LIBRA t sep 24 - Oct 231: A famtly
!cutter may take time and patience
to sort out because the good of a
,....tuber of people has to be con-
iered. You may stain be able to
tahoe a wish to make a Journey
sCORPIO ,Oct 24 - Nov 22i: Don't
ue worried if someone refuses an In.
ttjon front you. Explanations will
1o:incoming and you will see the
th,se of e refusal. This is a happy
for those planning a wedding.
sAGITTARIUS Nov 23 - Dec 201:
acre :a a trend towards change In
• • lire. and today may Ste tie'
• elopments which could bring iinancial
,.refits. Your reetlessness ntti puzzle
fr.ends. but thoee under y 'it sign
•: ive a liking for novelty.
CAPRICORN (Dec 31 - Jan 301:
011 associate may let you down, and
will have to tio something your-
that you did not expect Ask
on help from those in authority if
need it. Activity Is likely In
,ce Lfe
HOROSCOPE1
.Ott %RH'S tJan 21 - Feb 191: You
resist pressure to introduce
a tc, any desirable person into your
group, or you may Ion friends yo
value. Some family news maY re”
be what you expect, and may prove
a disappointment.
PISCES 1Feb 20 - Mar 201: You
may be upset by an acquaintance
who assumes a great air of sophisti-
cation. but you will find this is a
cover for shyness. Caution Is desir-
able In money matters.
ARIES iNfar 21 - Apr 201, Selfish
behaviour by sonieone else may make
you lose your temper, but you will
be quite Justified You may receive
an offer of hospitality from someone
You do .not know well.
TAUltts iApr 21 - May 211: This
is a good . day for a change of oc-
cupation. anti something constructive
is particularly favourable. If you
are buying something you will get
good value for your money.
GEMIlil I May 22 - Jun 211. Ala
older person is taking an interest
in y.ou and will try to help you.
Be kind to someone close to you whose
health has given some anxiety. A wish
you have to Meet a certain Mei,
bet of the opposite sex is likely to
come true quite soon.
CANCER !Jun 22 - Jul 23r, Avoid
writing difficult letters today, The
position of the stars is altering so
rapidly that your thoughts may not
be sery clear. You are in no position
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Channel Five is taking charge of
6:30 PM. And we re filling it with
a rich assortment of television
treats-comedy, drama, music,
games and variety. 6:30 on Iv 5.
Every night of the week.
MONDAY



















10:00 Sale Of Century
10:30 Irwood Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 Who. What or Where
12:00 On-Scene News
12:30 afetriory Game











7:20 Miss Ganw & Fish
7:30 The Lewis FamilY
8:25 Religious News
8:30 The Florida Boys




1200 Meet The Press
12,30 Baseball




5130 NBC Sunday News
6:00 On-the-Scene News
6:30 The Won. Wrld. Dis,
7:30 The Red Skelton Show:
8:00 Bonanza
9:00 The Bold Ones
10:00 On-the-Scene News
10,30 AdaM-I2








800 World Premiere Movie
10:00 New,
10:30 The Tonight Show




6:30 The Bill Cosby Show
7:00 Make Your Own Music
3'00 World Premier Movie
1000 On-the-Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show




6:30 The Men From Shiloh
8:00 The O'Connor show
9:00 The Golddiggers
10:00 On-the-Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show
12:00 News And Weather






9:00 Dean Martin Show
10:00 On-the-Scene News
10:39 The Tonight Show




630 Gteat Barrier Reef
1 .30 Name Of The Dame
13.00 Leaving Home Blues
1000 On-the-Seene News
10:30 The Tonight Show





6:50 The Mid-South Farmer
7:00 Tom Foolery Show




9,30 The Pink Panther
10:00 H.R. Pufnstuf





1:00 NBC Maj. Lea. Base.
4:00 The Country Place
4:30 The Rhodes Show
3:00 Porter Wagoner Show
3.30 The Wilburn Brothers
000 On-the-Scene News
6:30 Good Ole NaSh. Sttinlr
7100 Face To 'Face
7:30 Sat Night Moyle,
10:60 One-the-Scene News
10:30 The Channel 5 Movie






1:00 Toy That Grew Up
2:30 The Standwells
3.00 Navy Film Of Week
3:30 Insight
4:00 Court Of Reason
5:00,Pro Tennis
6:30 Book Beat


























OF THE WHOLE WORLD!
THAT STICKS IN
YOUR CRAW DON'T IT'SUNDAY
DISNEY

















1030 Love Of Life





1:00 Love Is . . .
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm








67 3580° Song,SSEuag'r'lAmy 
On
rGN Praise
5:00 Tom And Jerry
9:30 Penelope Pitsiop
9:09 Day Of Discovery








76 003  CA.nimedayi Wpou,r31:ih
7:350 eSonnyiw 
Wives 
0nd Cher 8 083He0r,
10:60 CBS News
10:15 Late Movie
12:00 With This Ring







8:00 Mayberry R.F D.
8:30 Doris Day Show
9:00 The Newcomers
10:00 Ten O'clock News
10:30 Late Movie







9:00 CBS News Hour
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie




6:30 Men At Law
7:30 To Rome With Love
8,90 Medical Center
9:00 Hawaii Five-0
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Moyle






800 Thursday Night Movie
10.00 Ten O'Clock Newe
10:30 Late Movie






7:30 Andy Griffith Show
8:00 Friday Night Moyle
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie





















6 :30 M ission Impossible
7:30 My Three Sons
3:00 Arnie
8:30 Mary Tyler Moore
9:00 Mannix













9:00 DIal $ Dovl.
10:55 News
11.00 Bewitched

















8:313 Christ D Answer






12:30 Dittoes & Answers
















6:30 Let's Make Deal
700 Newlywed Game




























0311 Smith And Jones
7 30 Bewitched
R.(A) Tliornas
8 30 Dan August









7:00 Nanny & Prof
7:30 Partridge Family
8:00 That Girl


















1:00 Million $ Movie
2:15 Shy. Mutual
2:30 Wrestling








4:30 The Way It le
5:00 All Aboard
5:30 MIsterogers













8:39 Artlets In America
9:00 Sir Lawrence Oliver
WEDNESDAY, ,
AUG. t3










8:00 To Be A nnounced
8:30 Book Beat
9:00 National Theater Of
Deaf •
 AUMMUM
"THE DATING GAME" is one of the most popu-
lar shows on daytime television. An ABC-TV pro-
duction, the program pits an attractive young lady,
usually a celebrity, against three nameless young
men. She asks a series of questions and the one giv-
ing the best answer wins a date. The two losers re-
ceive nice parting gifts. The procedure is sometifnes
reversed and a young man makes his choice from
three young ladies.
THE PROGRAM IS pretty fair in that black
are given equal opportunity to appear on the show
Sometimes the date given the couple is to a distant
city. MAURICE MANLEY and GREER BELAMY of
Los Angeles and Pacoima, Calif., respectively, won a
trip to our fair city of Pittsburgh not too long ago
Maurice is a bachelor who is studying for the minis-
try. The 23-year-old theology student is over six four.
well-built and neither drinks nor smokes.
TALL AND ATTRACTIVE Greer is a sociolOgy
student at UCLA and a part-time model. She's been a
runner-up in a beauty contest, like to crochet and
sew; plays girls football and is an expert at pool. The
21-year-old student doesn't drink or smoke either. The
two made a very handsome pair and appeared- to



























































































Blues for Mr. Charlie...
In the photo above members of the Youth
rommunity playhouse act in a scene from
the James Baldwin novel "Blues for Mr.
Charlie." Others plays done by the group
are "Family Portrait" by Ben Caldwell,
and "Soul Gone Home," by Langston Hugh-
es. (Photo by Irving Watson)
McGovern aids caucus
Senator George McGovern
(D-SD) has presented to the
Southern Black Caucus a
check for $2500 to help fund
their effort. The check was
presented Saturday (Aug,
14) to Dr. John Cashin, Co-
ordinator of the Southern
Black Caucus, by Yancey
Martin, Special Assistant to
Senator McGovern.
Presenting the check. Mar-
tin read the following state-
ment to those attending:
"I know full well the
' importance of giving politi-
cal muscle to those who have
for so long been denied even
the most basic human rights
and I know full well that you
as individuals and a- an or-
ganization have bees in the
society who are striving to
lead our nation home from
the bitterness and evil of
poverty and racism to a new
day of love for one another
and concern for those who
suffer whether they be black
or white.
"It is because of my deep
respect for the Assn. of
Black Elected Officials and
for all you are doing to
achieve those noble go a Is
that I am honored to be able
to share in meeting the ex-
penses of your conference
this weekend with a check
for S2500. My reason for
this gift is my agreement
with the goals for which
you are working and for
which some of our brothers
have given their lives. I
believe we shall overcome




Daniel L. Kimbell, Chief
of the Laboratory Licensing
Service, Tennessee Depart-.,,
ment of Public Health, re-
Was that three areas of the
state now have laboratory
mimultants, and survey of
laboratories for state ap-
proval has begun.
-Michael Bunch will survey
laboratories in West Tennes-
see; Gary Gray, Middle Ten-
nessee; and Miss Carole
Abney, East Tennessee.
These inspectors, who are
qualified Medical Technolo-
Slats, are registered with
the American Society of
Clinical Pathologists. They
are stationed in the Medi-
care regional offices in Jack-
son, Nashville, and Knox-
All laboratories in the State
will be visited for licensing
AUrposes during the 1971-72
Fiscal Year. The information
Rained from these visits
Will be used for both state
licensure and medicare ap-
proval.
Over 2,200 medical labors-
turY personnel are now
licensed by the state as di-
ctors, supervisors, tech-
,flplogists and technicians.
The next qualifying exam
will be administered October
30, 1971,
part in that great journey. I
look forward to working for
and with you on these and
other challenges in the
months and years ahead,"
()or world today if only we
have the courage to dedi-
cate our lives to that end
My financial contribution to
your efforts is my small
1
Granted $20,000...
FORD AND TENNESSEE STATE got to-
gether during the presentation of a grant
of $20.000. Pictured: to r.) Tennessee
State University President, Dr. A. P. Tor-
rence, (seated); Tillman Dozier,'Educaiton-
Prophet Jones dead at 63
Prophet Jones, a world
renowned p r e ache: who
owned a $12,000 fur coat a14
a 54-room mansion bought
for him by his followers,
died last Thursday in De-
troit at age 63.
Pr nhet, known by others
as t Rt. Rev. James F.
Jones dominion ruler of the
Church of the Universal
Triumph, the Dominion of
God, Inc., passed away at
a friend's home in Detroit.
Prophet Jones. had been
ill since suffering a stroke
last October.
As Jones lay paralyzed a'
Ford Hospital after hr
stroke, some of hi.
worshippers betas smutty
bling over who should get
his belonging, most of then
given to him by his follov.
ers.
Detroit police and FBI
agents entered the case
after an estimated two
million dollars in valuables
were removed from his
home,
In the early 50s Jones
made quite a few predic-
tions one being that "men
will stop dying in the year
2000." In those days he
rose to the height of his
popularity, and sported a
white mink coat, with a
closet of 400 s148 and wore
a $17,000sdiamond ring.
Jones made a trip to New
York in 1954 and reportedly
took four body guards three
secretaries. a cook, dietitian,
housekeeper, hair dresser,
three musicians, 60 singers
and a gold-handled cane,
as part of his entourage.
al Programs coordinator for the Ford Mo-
tor Company, (standing); and Ford's vice
president and general manager of the com-
pany's Costumer Service Department, Phil-
lip E. Benton, Jr. (photo By Joe Zinn)
Campbell joins college
Bruce E. Campbell Jr.,
senior-vi,:e-president for Na-
tional Bank of Commerce in
Memphis, has joined the
board of trustees at Christian
Brothers College. The recent
action is yet another step in
Br. Malcolm O'Sullivan's ef-
forts to deepen and broaden
college-community ties.
CBC's president began
restructuring of the board
when he became CBC's 16th
president last year. He since
has merged what were for-
merly the boards of directors
and regents. The changes
have rcsulted in a present
19-man trustees group. More
additions to the board are
expected.
Mr. Campbell joined NBC
in 1967 from the Trust Com-
pany of Georgia, Atlanta of-
fice. He came to Memphis
as vice-president and loan
officer. In January. 1968, he
was named senior lending of-
ficer in charge of the lending
division, and in November,
1970, was given responsibility
for the bank's branch divi-
sion. Campbell had been
with the Georgia firth since
1959 and was second vice-
president in the Metropoli-
tan A t I ants commercial
banking division.
Mr. Campbell received his
B.A. from Vanderbilt Uni-
versity and an M.B.A. from
the Harvard University Busi-
ness School. From 1953-57 he
served with the U.S. Navy's
Seventh Fleet and was dis-
charged a lieutenant.
He is a member of the
board of directors of the
Mid-South Medical Council
and the Boys Club of Mem-
phis, Inc. He belongs to Rob-
ert Morris Associates, The
Harvard Club and The Uni-
versity Club.
He is from Hattiesburg,
Miss., and is married to the
former Judith Fontaine of
Jackson, Miss. They are also
members of the Idlewild
Presbyterian Church.
Whip black prisoners
Roy Haber of the Lawyers
Committee for Civil Rights
under Law, representing a
group of inmates at the
State Penitentiary at Parch-
man charged last Thursday
that two black prisoners
were b e atcn by trusty
guards following an argu-
ment with three white men
being held in connection with
the slaying of Jo Etha Col-
lier, of Drew, Miss, this
past May.
Jack Byers, assistant su-
perintendent of the state
prison claimed "There was
an incident," but maintained
there was "no beating."
Mr. Haber charged that
on July 28, Monroe Green
and S. L. Piggot "were both
beaten by trusties in the
presence of officials" in the
maximum security unit at
Parchman.
Mr. Haber, added that the
two black prisoners, "were
held and had Mace sprayed
in their face" after the
argument with the three
white men that are charged
with the murder • of Miss
Collier on her graduation
night.
Mr. Byers said "a chemi-
cal was used" during the
incident, but no beating had
taken place against any of
the prisoners.
The three men charged
with the murder, Wayne
Parks, of near Drew, his
brother, Wesley Parks of
Memphis, and their nephew,
Allen Wilkerson also of
Memphis, have been trans-
ferred back to Sunflower
County Jail in Indianola to
await trial.











DETROIT — Rt. Rev, James F. Jones, 83, better known as
Prophet died Aug. 12, at 1:12 of heart attack at the home of
his court appointed guardian. The prophet had suffered a
stroke Sept., Me which left him paratyzed and virtual-
ly speechless, he had recovered only slightly when he died.
Hatcher plans
racial talks
The first black mayor of a
major American city will
travel South next week to
tell a meeting of Catholic
leaders what he thinks a
major white religious body
can do to help the nation's
racial crisis.
Mayor Richard Gordon
Hatcher of Gary, Ind., re-
cently renominated by an
overwhelming majority after
a successful four-year term,
will be a featured speaker
at the biennial convention of
the Chicago-based National
Catholic Conference for In-
terracial Justice in New Or-
leans.
He will be followed by a
controversial white priest
long active in the black




whose theme is "The Church
in the City of Tomorrow,"
opens at Loyola University
on Wednesday, Aug. 18.
"Mayor Hatcher's admin-
istration is earmarked by his
ability to mobilize a wide
range of resources, including
religious and other non-profit
groups, to aid municipal
government in solving urban
problems," said N CCIJ
Chairman Walter Hubbard of
Seattle. "That is one of the
reasons we believe he has a
















problem facing America to-
day stems from the need to
reorder priorities for the use
of scarce resourcess and to
convert from a wartime to
a peacetime economy. A na-
tional decision must be made
as to how these problems
will be dealt with and how
and when government will
shift its attention to new
economic priorities — the
problems of the unemployed,
the cities, and the minorities.
It is almost unbelievable
but there is no existing or-
ganization or institution that
is totally committed to the
collection and dissemination
of information and the devel-
opment of the knowledge
which will assist America in
attacking its economic transi-
tion and policy priority prob-
lems. In order to fill this
void, a "Center For A Peace-
time Economy" has been
established.
Program activities of the
Center will be implemented
by two divisions: the Clear-
inghouse Division will collect,.
store, refer, disseminate and'
communicate inform a t ion
and ideas.
The Research and Analy-
sis Division will encourage:
and stimulate and support,'
original thinking on the ele-1
mental aspects of a peace-
time economy and generate
new insights on old economic!
issues which continue to'
plague the nation.
In the conduct et Center
activities many volunteers
recruited from local commu-I
nities and college studentsl
working under various work-I
study programs will be util-
ized in addition to staff andi
outside experts. Its Board of,
Directors, which consists of
many outstanding national
figures, will be, prominently
involved in Center activities.
Generous expressions of
support for the Center and
its program are piling up in
its Washington offices. Fol-
lowing are comments from
some of the more notable
figures:
Senator Edward M. Ken-
nedy - "I believe that this...
Center can fulfill an impor-
tant role in meeting the need
for innovative thinking and
strategy. . . I am delighted
to support your efforts, and
hope that they meet with
the very real success they
deserve."
Senator George McGovern
- "The Center. • . can ad-
dress the issue with a unique
combination of expertise and
intelligence, and I know you
will make an extremely im-
portant contribution.
NOW OPEN!
I JORDANS COPY SERVICE1
1936 Chelsea Avenue
IMMEDIATE SERVICE
Copies nude of Birth Certi-
ficates, Wills, Church Songs, Stu-
dent Term Papers, Death Certi-
ficates and Other Valuable Pa-
pers and Documents,
SERVING 'THE MEMPHIS AREA
Phone 274-2400
Low Low Prices
1 Copy 10c • For 10 or more
Copies, 8c per copy.
We Appreciate Your Patronage
•
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Sports horizon
By BILL LITTLE
The football season starts its six month stretch
run when the Atlanta Falcons meet the Denver Bron-
cos tonight (Saturday) in Memorial Stadium. It will
mark the first of two pro exhibitions here. There will
be 11 collegiate contests played on Memorial turf.
Memphis State has an unusual home slate in that the
Tigers have carded eight games, opening here
against West Texas September 11. Alcorn and Ten-
nessee State will be the first game in the stadium
between predominantly black schools when the two
powers collide September 25. U-T Knoxville makes
one appearance in the Bluff City in a match with
Mississippi State October 23. The nationally televised
Liberty Bowl December 11 pulls the curtain on the
grid season.
FALCON HOMECOMING
It will be homecoming for Atlanta All-Pro defen-
sive end Charles Humphrey. Humphrey's coach Norm
Van Brocklin told a luncheon gathering at the River-
mont in June that the ex-Tennessee State star is the
most feared pass rusher in the NFL. Van Brocklin
and Jets coach Weeb Ewbank were in town at the
time drumming up support for the two pro games
scheduled here. Before last month's trade deadline the
Oakland Raiders were interested in obtaining Hum-
phrey to bolster their pass rushing corps. Humphrey
played basketball and football locally at Lester before
moving on to Tennessee State where he achieved All-
American status. Humphrey teams with linebacker
Tommy Nobis to give the Falcons a solid defensive
nucleus.
The Falcons defense will get a big test from
Denver's Floyd Little and newly acquired quarterback
Don Horn. Little cut his own niche while at Syracuse
breaking records set by Jim Brown. Horn, who has
been put under pressure before by Humphrey when
the astute passer was throwing pigskins in college at
San Diego, was the back-up quarterback to Bart Starr
in Green Bay before being acquired by the Broncos
for this season. Little will have some help in the rush-
ing department if Dick Post is healthy. Post, one of
the AFL's all time ground gainers, joined the Bron-




Coach Babe McCarthy an-
nounced that Kermit Davis,
Basketball Coach at Mis-
sissippi S t ate University
and Coach-of-the-Year in the
Southeastern Conf erence.
will be a guest lOcturer at
the Memphis Pros-JCC Bas-
ketball Camp to be hek
August 16 thru August 26
CLASSIFIED ADS
LADIES
Earn 8300 mo. ,,r More part-1 tale'
Set your own working hours. Dm&
for yourself how much You will earn
No experience necessary. We'll trail,
You to demonstrate our beauty pro
duet, made exclualvely for blacks.
Hurry-Write Julia P.O. Box 1806
Shreveport, Louisiana 71120
at the Jewish Community
Center.
Coach Davis will brin<2
members of his staff at
Mississippi State. which in-
cludes Bailey Howell, who
recently joined the Missis-
sippi State staff after playing
12 years in the NBA, where
he received numerous
All Star and All League
honors. Bailey played with
the Detroit Pistons, Balti-
more Bullets, world cham-
pionship teams with the
Boston Celtics and the
Philadelphia 76ERS
mit and Bailey are both
former p u pits of Babe
McCarthy when he coached
at Mississippi State
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups







Memphis, Tee sssss •
°YOUR tentage? Makes What Ye. Ask Fa And
Crates Mgt You Think or
MSU PRESS DAY
The press was feted Wednesday evening at the
Colonial Country Club as a part of the annual Memphis
State Press Day festivities. Coach Billy "Spook" Mur-
phy has hired the university's first black coach. Eld-
ridge "Pete" Mitchell, former Melrose High mentiti
was tapped by Murphy to join the Tigers staff. The
move wasn't unexpected after the Black Student
Assn., at MSU listed the hiring of a minority coach
among several demands presented president C.C. Hum-
phreys last spring after football speedster Gerald Tin-
ker was dropped from the track squad.
President Humphreys is to be commended with the
way he handled the sticky situation. His committee,
appointed to investigate, the BSA's charges, did not
find according to a report released by MSU of the
probe any thing to justify the allegations. However,
in the committee's recommendations the situation at
MSU left room for improvement.
Mitchell made it clear that he came to coach anti
not as a pacification agent for the school. Mitchell
has run the P&B Travel service for the past two years
Before going into business Mitchell served two years
as an assistant to Dean Ethers in the athletic office
at the Board of Education.
SPORTS BRIEFS
Grambling, which becomes the first small college
team along with Baltimore's Morgan State to get a
spot on ABC's Game of the Week telecast, lists 30
players on its roster of 74 weighing 225 and above.
One of these giants is starting quarterback Matthew
Reed who stands at 6-5 and hit the scales at 225.
It was this Monroe signal caller who led Grambling
to a 30-12 win over Morgan to christen Pittsburgh's
Three Rivers Stadium last September as a sophomore.
Black Associated Sports Enterprises will televise
Grambling football again this fall on coast to coast
network Channel 5 will air the highlights film in
Memphis. The Grambling-Morgan game will be played
September 11 in New York's Yankee Stadium. The





Heavyweight champion, Joe Frazier (the one on the left)
takes a punch on the chin from Frankestein's monster
while making a recent visit to Universal Studios in Cali-
fornia. For some reason the guy on the right still doesn't
have a chance.
Deer season
Hunters Who desire posi-
tions for quota deer hunts
on Tennessee Game and
Fish Commission wildlife
management areas are re-




Director David M. Good-
rich, eligibility for any
of the hunts requires that
hunters fill in the applica-
tion card completely and
mail t h eir requests to
"Hunts," Tennessee Game
opens
and Fish Commission, P.O.
Box 40747, Nashville, Ten-
nessee 37220. Each request
must be accompanied by a
certified cashier's check or
postal money order in the
amount of five dollars.
Goodrich said that the
application forms were mail-
ed out around the first
of July and are available
from all Game and Fish
district offices, from L a w
Enforcement officers, and
from area managers.
Sift. 1945 . 5 Laotian
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APPLIANCE CO.
L. E. GATLIN N. G. KINKLE L I. GATLIN JR.
• 3431 SUMMER  324-4406
• 5237 POPLAR 682-1661
• 3118 THOMAS (HWY. 51 N.) ... 358-4585
• 2574 LAMAR 743-5370
• 4255 HWY. $1 SOUTH  396-0995














with 154-1b. size freezer
$2999$




• Slanted top design lowers
front opening, makes loading
a snap • Super-Surge wash-
ing action—needs tittle or no
prerinsing • 4 Cycles—in-
cluding Plate Wanner.
$15995
Frigidaire Range Isidro lift-
off door, big stores door
Closed Sunday
$18995
Will Give You More Food for






































fresh or frozen milk
products and In addi
bon to any other pm
Chase requirement.

































BO 1 0 PON
FOR EXTRA











New money back bottles.
(ITS. $1
Plus Deposit
With this coupon and
$5.00 additional pur. -
chase, excluding to-
bacco and fresh or
frozen milk products.
Good thru Tuesday,
Aug. 24. Limit One.
(Sublect to applicable
State IL Local Taxes).
0
XP. 0/24 /7 1.
•
with 2 pkgs. Country Oven Donuts,1
5
al with 2-!' s. or more Ground Chuck













with 2 pkgs. Fryer Breast, Legs
or Thighs
with any pkg. Bar-B-Q Spiced Meat
with 2-lbs. Kentucky earril
Pork Sausage
with I -lb. Kentucky Farm Pork
Sau sage




with any pkg. Mrs. Weaver's Din
 9
with 3 gc or more Bananas
 10






with 5.ibs. of Potatoes
with 2 heads of Lettuce
Expires 8/24/71
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